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NOMENCLATURE
A = the frontal area of the airfoil

A' j A* = successive amplitutes in time
A f = Den Hartog force
Am = Fourier coefficient
= maximum amplitude
A, = area of the inlet
area of the test-section
= Fourier coefficient

b = intercept of linear functional relationship
C

= electrical capacitance

C0 = dimensionless aerodynamic drag coefficient
C-l. = dimensionless aerodynamic lift coefficient
CM = dimensionless aerodynamic moment coefficient
C r = torsional damping coefficient

c t = translational damping coefficient
D = drag force
Dd = drag force in direction of motion
d = width of frontal area
d = diameter of the cable
ZT = energy
£"a = energy due to Den Hartog force

£0 = damping energy
~ energy due to moment
ix

E r = total energy
<?,^= voltage in
e„„t= voltage out

P = forces due to inertial effects, gravity and friction
in the drag measurement
/X = forces due to inertial effects, gravity and friction
in the lift measurement

p = forces due to inertial effects, gravity and friction
in the moment measurement
X = the external torsional forcing function

F = the external translational forcing function
F, ,

n

= forces measured by three strain-gage bridges

X = frequency

G = Nyquist critical frequency
H = horizontal tension in the cable
^ = height of oil in the manometer
X = moment of inertia for the cable

K = the coefficient of aerodynamic damping
K.E. = Kinetic energy
kr= torsional restoring force constant
kt = translational restoring force constant
L = lift force
Ll = length of the cable span
vn = the generalized mass
^ = slope of the linear functional relationship

wt = mass/unit-length
= maximum lag number
wi, = mass/unit-length of the smaller cylinder
= mass/unit-length of the larger cylinder

xi
Q e= quantization error
= loading on the cable
= translational coordinates

RL= universal gas constant
R- = electrical resistance
K*.- estimate of true value

at lag r

f ~ lag number

T

= absolute temperature

X. = cable tension in lb
V = wind velocity
v = magnitude of the relative wind vector
v = velocity of the cable

XN= ntil

Fourier harmonic

X = independent variable
= dependent variable
“< = angular velocity
** = the torsional coordinate

f3 - angle between the force and the velocity
A = a finite change in time or space

S=

translational logrithmic decrement

= air density

frlL - density of the manometer oil
(pf>= filter phase shift
(j>t = translational motion phase constant
(f>m= torsional motion phase constant
to = galloping frequency
i*V= torsional frequency

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM
Galloping Transmission Lines
Overhead electrical transmission lines vibrate due
to the action of a prevailing wind.

These cable vibrations

can be classified into two categories— high-frequency and
low-frequency.

The high-frequency vibrations, "aeolian"

vibrations or "singing wires," is a low-amplitude phenome
non.

It has been largely controlled with the use of various

mechanical dampers

Cl, 2],

The low-frequency (0.1-2.0 Hertz), high-amplitude
(several metres), periodic motion of overhead electrical
transmission lines is called "galloping."

The phenomenon

usually occurs when light-to-moderate winds (3-10 metres
per second) are blowing transversely across the cables.
Other conditions common to galloping are ice-coating of the
cable or corona discharge.

Side-sway and other random mo

tions of the cable (usually caused by wind gusting) may be
related to the onset of galloping, but are not periodic for
any great length in time.

Therefore, these random motions

fall outside the realm of galloping.
To help illustrate the galloping phenomenon, below
is a typical eye-witness account of galloping which did not
1

abate for over twenty-four hours:
" . . . Of these 90 spans I only saw 8 spans that
weren’t galloping. . . . And now we got a chance to see
first hand, and if we hadn’t seen it with our own eyes,
I don’t think we would have believed it. . . . It
seemed like the whole span would go up at one time,
about once a second with all three conductors going up
and down at different times. Looking from the side,
the conductors were jumping up as high as the shield
wires which is about lO’-ll*. To see mile after mile
of this 795 MCM galloping like this makes a person won
der just how long these structures are going to take
this beating. To see one of these structures twisting
three ways at one time and listen to them creaking and
groaning you would think it was going to break off any
minute. . . ." [3]
The damage caused by galloping can be enormous.
Not only do the cables and clamps suffer abrasion and fret
ting from the repetitive motion [3], but enough destructive
energy is often available to break the cable or cause the
collapse of the supporting towers [4].

When several lines

are suspended on a tower together, flashovers and cable-burn
result as the galloping lines either clash together or pass
close enough to break down the air potential between them
[5].

The resulting service outages and line damages are an

existing and largely unsolved economic problem of the elec
trical utilities throughout the world [4],
Since galloping was first reported over forty years
ago, much research has been performed to eliminate the presuppossed causes of galloping, or the galloping itself.
Recently, a power company in the northeastern United States
spent over $20,000 per mile of line to install mid-span
spacers [6j.

Mechanical and aerodynamical dampers have been

developed for some time £7,8,9].

"Self-damping cable," a
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specially designed conductor which employs high friction in
the core, has also been developed [l0,ll,17].

Unfortunate

ly, none of these devices represents a satisfactory solution
to the galloping problem [4,17],
Previous Research
An extensive literature search reaching back to
the year 1888 was performed by the author.

The earliest

mention of galloping transmission lines ("dancing conduc
tors") was by Davison in 1930 [l3], although aerodynamic
effects related to the problem had been studied earlier
[l4],

Holst, in Norway, investigated galloping lines in

1931 and developed a mechanical damper which was particular
ly successful for the uneven Norwegian terrain Cl5],
In 1932, the classic paper of J. P. Den Hartog
appeared which proposed the first truly aerodynamic expla
nation of the causes of galloping [l6].

Den Hartog was able

to show that an unstable airfoil (such as the half-round
cylinder or "D-section") receives a net force from the wind
in the direction of the airfoil motion.

From this he con

cluded that an ice-coated cable (which is an unstable air
foil) would also be dynamically unstable and exhibit a
galloping motion in the presence of a transverse wind.

The

forces predicted by Den Hartog, unfortunately, are not of
sufficient magnitude to overcome the natural damping of the
galloping span.
By 1935, a self-damping cable was produced in
Germany, but was so difficult to install under field
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conditions that the project wan abandoned Ll7],

Meanwhile,

Farren was investigating airfoils with rapidly changing
angles-of-attack [l8],

His work was not immediately applied

to the problem of galloping, but led to a better understand
ing of a similar phenomenon called "stall flutter," the
rapid vibration of airfoils that are in their stall region.
This new understanding gave insight into aerodynamic hyste
resis, the principle cause of the famous Tacoma Narrows
Bridge disaster in 1940 [l9].

The oscillation and subse

quent destruction of the bridge due to a mild gale corre
lates closely with the galloping of transmission lines [20].
Further investigation of stall flutter by Victory [21],
Mendelson [22] and Farquharson et al. [23] reveal the
importance of aerodynomic hysteresis in the galloping of
transmission lines.
In an attempt to further investigate the model of
Den Hartog [l6], measurements of the aerodynamic forces on
unstable airfoils were taken starting in 1947.

At Notre

Dame, C. 0. Harris succeeded in obtaining lift and drag
measurements for a D-section [24],

Two years later. Cheers

also obtained lift and drag data for the D-section at
slightly greater angles-of-attack [25].

The two sets of

data are not in extremely close agreement, however.
In the first half of the 1950's, R. C. Binder of
Purdue University and several graduate students investigated
the galloping transmission line problem [26,27],

Simonsen,

a doctoral student, studied the static and dynamic forces
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on two unstable airfoils, the D-section and the cable-vithmessenger section [28,29].

"Static forces" refers to the

measurement of aerodynamic forces at one discrete angle-ofattack at a time.

"Dynamic forces" refer to measurements

taken as the airfoil is oscillating, so that the forces are
measured at all desired "instantaneous" angles-of-attack.
Simonsen*s work was a radical departure from the
mainstream investigation of galloping, since no one to that
time had attempted to measure the dynamic forces on an
unstable airfoil.

With Binder*s suggestion, Simonsen

reasoned that the same effects of stall flutter (aerodynamic
hysteresis) could be found in a galloping cable that twisted
as it galloped.

This hysteresis was expected to be found in

the moment forces.

If found, and if of the proper direction

(see Chapter V), the hysteresis would then provide more
energy to the galloping cable than predicted by the Den
Hartog model.
Due to instrumentation available at the time (1955),
the dynamic wind-tunnel experiments of Simonsen resulted in
marginal data.

However, the data obtained did seem to indi

cate the presence of aerodynamic hysteresis [29],
Binder and Simonsen were not the first investigators
to consider torsional motion of a galloping cable.

Along

with his static studies of a D-section, C. 0, Harris studied
a possible translational/torsional motion combination [24],
Harris concluded that any torsional motion would tend to
dampen the translational (galloping) motion.

His conclusion
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was apparrently not based upon direct observation of a
galloping cable system.
Hartman, another doctoral student at Purdue Univer
sity, photographed a galloping span and reported that the
observed torsional motion was 90° out of phase with the
Harris' model [30],

Hartman was also able to show that with

the observed phase relationship (between the translational
and torsional motions), galloping tended to increase rather
than be damped out.

Hartman's observations were confirmed

independently by Edwards and Madeyski of the Ontario Hydro
Utilities [31 ].

In their well-documented report, they show

the translational and torsional motion of many different
galloping spans.

The phase relationship between the two

motions is consistant with Hartman's observations.
Since the work at that time, no further reports of
dynamic studies have been published.

From 1960-63, a group

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, led by A. S.
Richardson and J. R. Martucelli, did a very extensive study
of the galloping problem [32],

They based their studies of

the aerodynamic properties of the galloping cable on static
aerodynamic data, much of which they obtained themselves.
From that work, an aerodynamic damper was developed.

Even

though the damper was not entirely successful, many insights
were gained into the galloping problem.

The series of eight

reports which were produced remains a classic reference for
anyone involved in this research area [32],
At the Brigham Young University, research has been
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continuing on the galloping transmission line problem since
1963.

In that year, David R. Tree 1.38] completed an appara

tus which would allow the measurement of the dynamic forces
on unstable airfoils to a greater degree of accurracy than
that obtained at Purdue University by Simonsen.

One year

later, Gerald H. Peterson attempted to obtain data with
Tree’s apparatus, but was hampered by a computer failure
[39] .

In 1970, Leland J. Coleman was able to verify Den

Hartog's model, but more importantly, with torsion added
[40] .

This confirmed Hartman’s work, that with the proper

phase relationship between translational and torsional motion,
the resultant forces on the airfoil (in the direction of mo
tion) are much greater than the forces on an unstable airfoil
without torsional motion.

Coleman also attempted to obtain

dynamic measurements, but noise in the data stream precluded
any measurements [40],
Concurrently with the research at B.Y.U., other ap
proaches to the galloping problem have been pursued. Simpson
of Bristol University (Great Britain) has done some signifi
cant work on the motion of transmission lines (galloping
spans included) [33-37],

His work, especially that employing

transfer-matrix methods, has led to an advanced mathematical
model of the galloping span [35,37].

Work has continued on

perfecting mechanical and aerodynamic dampers [6-10,12,17].
Icing of the dampers has rendered most of them ineffective
for long service periods [12], so the search is still on. One
aerodynamic damper shows some promise, even under icing of

of the damper, but the results from the field test have not
been published yet i4~}.
Need For Further Research
In studying the previous research, it was concluded
that the developement of curative devices is premature.

It

seemed apparent that more fundamental knowledge is needed,
especially in the area of the aerodynamics of the galloping
system.

To clarify this need, three underlying hypotheses

are presented;
1.

The galloping transmission cable is an energy-

fed system which is naturally damped by (a) the mechanical
(friction) forces inherent in the cables and the cable
supporting equipment and (b) the aerodynamic (viscous)
forces imposed on the cable by the wind,
2.

The galloping cable acts aerodynamically like

an unstable airfoil which is nearly always in the stall
region,
3.

The galloping motion, once initiated, is main

tained by aerodynamic forces which act in the same direction
of the motion.
Since by the first hypothesis, it is assumed that the
galloping cable is an energy-fed system, an approach to a
solution is one of removing energy from the cable.

Many

possible methods of energy removal are considered below:
I.

Translational motion can be reduced by:
A.

An increase in translational mechanical
damping (a classical approach, as already
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attempted by many researchers.

Not totally

successful to date).
B.

An increase in the translational aerodynamic
damping (also attempted by several groups
and not totally successful to date).

C.

A change in the natural phase relationship
between the translational and torsional
motion (no published accounts of this method
were encountered in the literature search).

D.

A reduction of the torsional motion of the
galloping cable.

Torsional motion is not

independent (uncoupled) from translational
motion [30,31].

Therefore, a reduction in

torsional motion could reduce the transla
tional motion.
II.

Torsional motion can be reduced by*
A.

An increase in the torsional mechanical
damping (as suggested by Binder [4l]).

B.

An increase in the torsional aerodynamic
damping.

C.

A change in the direction or area of the
hysteresis in the moment forces, as sug
gested by Simonsen [29],

A need exists for understanding the true aerodynamic
forces on a galloping span, forces which are a result of both
translational and torsional motion.

None of the static

forces measurements suffice for this complete understanding.
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Even though investigators such as Ratkowski 1,42] and Harris
[24] discount the importance of torsional motion, we will
show both theoretically and empirically the importance of
torsional motion in galloping.

We also feel a need to in

vestigate the possibility of hysteresis in the moment forces.
Objectives of This Study
Phase I. Measurement of the
Aerodynamic Forces
In order to compare this work with that done in the
past by other researchers, as well as investigate other
fields of interest, two types of aerodynamic measurements
were made:
Static Force Measurements.— These force measurements
were performed on two airfoils, the D-section (the halfround cylinder) and the cable-with-messenger section (the
telephone cable).

The lift, drag and moment forces were

measured in a quasi-static manner for wind velocities from
1.9 to 27 metres per second (mps) (6 to 90 feet per second).
The results of these tests were checked against the previous
work of Harris, Cheers, the M.I.T. group and Simonsen.

All

of this work is reported on in greater detail in Chapter III.
Dynamic Force Measurements.— These force measurements
were also performed on the D-section and the cable-with-mess
enger section.

They were designed to not only obtain the

lift, drag and moment forces on the oscillating airfoils.
but to check on the various parameters which might effect
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the hysteresis.

These parameters were:

(1) change of the

wind velocities incident on the oscillating airfoil, (2)
change of the maximum angle-of-attack of oscillation and
(3) change of frequency of oscillation.
Phase II.

The Energy Model

Several energy models have been employed by various
investigators as a means to understand and predict the gal
loping phenomenon.

McDaniel [.43], Richardson et al. [32],

Den Hartog [l9], Hartman [30], Clendening [l2] and Coleman
[40 ] are good examples.

In this phase of the research, an

energy model was developed, using physical reasoning and the
three hypotheses set forth above.

The energy model is de

rived and explained in further detail in Chapter V.
The energy model was applied to one ideal and two
real cases of galloping to (1) verify the underlying as
sumptions, (2) determine the relative importance of the
static-forces measurements versus the dynamic-forces mea
surements and (3) allow a parametric study of various
factors which may influence the onset and continuation of
galloping.

The discussion of these results are contained

in Chapters VI and VII.

CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND TO THE WIND-TUNNEL EXPERIMENTS
The Wind-Tunnel Facility
The Subsonic Wind-tunnel Facility is located in
building B-38 on the Brigham Young University campus (see
Figures 1 and 2).

The wind-tunnel runs north and south and

is over twelve metres (forty feet) in length.

On the north

end, the inlet measures 2.4 metres high and 4.8 metres wide
(8 by 16 feet) and is covered by three fine-mesh wire
screens spaced 0.051 metres (2 inches) apart.

The test-

section area is variable with adjustable vertical walls.
For the experiments that we performed, the test-section
measured 0.6 metres high and 1.2 metres wide (2 by 4 feet).
The wind-tunnel is powered by a Westinghouse vari
able speed, wound rotor electric motor.

The motor develops

25 to 65 horsepower with 440 volt, 3-phase current at a
maximum amperage of 247 amperes.

A V-belt system of five

constant-ratio pulleys transfers power from the motor to a
Model 54-26 1/2 1750 Joy Axivane fan.
The wind velocity in the wind-tunnel is controlled
three ways* (1) by changing the speed of the motor (with a
resistor bank and associated circuitry), (2) by varying a
set of baffles mounted six metres downstream from the
12

Fig. 1.— Wind-tunnel and experimental area, looking north towards the inlet.
<jO

Fig. 2.— Wind-tunnel and experimental area, looking south towards the motor
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test-section and (3) by adjusting a bypass panel in the top
of the wind-tunnel (it is located between the baffles and the
fan).

With such an arrangement, it is possible to vary the

wind velocity from 0-48 mps (0-160 fps).

Reducing the test

section to its minimum size (0.6 m) doubles the velocity.
The wind velocity is measured with a precision twoinch oil manometer for low velocities and a sixteen-inch oil
manometer for higher velocities (see Figure 3).

The mathema

tical expression which describes the relationship between the
height of the oil in the manometer and the wind velocity is
derivable from the principles of fluid statics, the ideal-gas
relation and the principle of conservation of energy:

V =• wind

where

i— i

:*»

i_ >
i

flu. g R-T* k.
l z :
1 Pi
velocity

^(.“ density of the manometer oil
g - local acceleration due to gravity
universal gas constant
T - absolute temperature
h = height of the oil in the manometer (which has
been calibrated so h 3 O

when V = 0

)

p = atmospheric pressure

A, =

area of the inlet

Az ~ area of the test-section.
As documented by Coleman [40], the wind-tunnel was
calibrated by W. Hassell.

He determined the boundary layer

effects within the test-section and demonstrated that the
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velocity is constant in the general test-section area, but
within 0.01 metres (0.5 inch) of any of the four walls, the
boundary-layer effects predominate.

The airfoil sections

which were tested in this study were designed to avoid any
end effects due to the wind-tunnel boundary-layer.
Apparatus for Supporting and
Moving the Airfoils
This eguipment was designed to torsionally oscillate
an airfoil in the wind-tunnel, while simultaneously measur
ing the aerodynamic lift, drag and moment forces.

The oscil

lations were variable, both in speed and in amplitude.

The

design and construction of this apparatus is documented by
Tree [38], Peterson [39] and Coleman [40].
The Mainframe
The "backbone” of the airfoil mounting and motion
system is the I-beam mainframe seen in Figure 4.

This

mainframe is mounted independently of the wind-tunnel so
that vibrations from the wind-tunnel motor and walls are not
transmitted to the force-measuring equipment.
The Sinusoidal Motion Generator
This apparatus is shown in Figure 4.

It consists

of a Dayton Model 4K638 1/4-horsepower electric motor, a
29-to-l reduction drive (Abart Gear and Machine Co.) and a
gearless rack and pinion drive system.

In order to vary the

speed of the oscillation, different sized V-belt pulleys
were used.

To vary the maximum angle-of-attack of the
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Fig. 3,— The oil manometers for measuring wind velocity.

Fig, 4.— The sinusoidal motion generator.
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oscillating airfoil, holes were drilled at different radii
in the plates which were attached to the output shaft of the
reduction drive.

As seen in Figure 4, the total movement of

the gearless rack and pinion drive is governed by the radius
of turning of the attachment point (hole).
The Force-measuring Apparatus
As shown in Figures 4 and 5, the output from the
sinusoidal motion generator is transmitted to the east and
west sides of the wind-tunnel by a common shaft.

The motion

is then transmitted via metal bands to turning plates
mounted on each side of the wind-tunnel.
Figure 5 shows a detailed view of one of the turning
plates (T) , mounting b a r © , angle potentiometer ©
two band p l a t e s @ , a shaft bearing©

, one of

, one of six bridge

brackets(6) , and a shim-stock bridge with a strain gage
mounted on it (one of six per turning p l a t e ) © .
The strain gages are a semi-conductor gage, type
DB-120-500 (old DB-102), manufactured by the Kulite Semicon
ductor Products Company of Ridgefield, New Jersey.

These

gages have a gage factor of 100 compared to the more common
gage factor of 2.4 of bonded wire gages.

This means that

the sensitivity of the force-measuring apparatus is over 40
times greater than would be normally attained.

However, the

penalty for increased force-measurement sensitivity is the
sensitivity to temperature changes.

As seen in Figure 6,

it was necessary to carefully insulate each strain gage with
an individual foam-rubber housing.

Since this proved to be

Fig, 5.— Detailed view of the turning plate and strain-gage bridges.

&
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inadequate, thermal insulation boxes were constructed to fit
over the entire turning plate (see Figure 6).
The strain gages were mounted on the shim-stock
with Micro Measurements 200 Bond Adhesive (an Eastman 910
type adhesive), coated with resin and cured.

After mounting

the shim-stock bridges (with the strain gages attached) on
the turning plate, the gages were each pre-stressed as
described by Peterson C39^.
The Experimental Airfoils
Two airfoils were used in the experiments, the
cable-with-messenger section and the D-section.
shown in cross-section in Figure 7.

Each are

Note that the cable-

with-messenger is not mounted at its center-of-mass.

The

D-section was constructed of wood and the cable-with-messen
ger was constructed from plexiglas.
The Data Recording Apparatus
In Figure 8 is a diagram showing the Wheatstonebridge arrangement of the various strain gages and the sub
sequent handling of the data signals.

The three bridges

(each using a set of four gages— two on each side of the
wind-tunnel) are excited and the resultant signals demodu
lated by a Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp. 1-127. Datagraph four-channel carrier amplifier.

Each channel can be

individually attenuated and the maximum output of each
channel is ±5,00 volts.
The angle-of-attack is measured with a precision
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Fig. 6.— The thermal protection pads surrounding
the strain gages and the thermal protection boxes (below)
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Cable-with-messenger

Fig. 7.— The experimental airfoils (not to scale)
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single-turn poteniometer which is mechanically coupled to
the sinusoidal motion generator.

The calibrated voltage

from a 6-volt battery is varied by the potentiometer to
indicate the angle-of-attack of the airfoil at any instant
of time.
In order to monitor the turbulence levels and the
action of vortex trails, a single-wire constant-current
hot wire anemometer was installed immediately downstream of
the airfoil.

The equipment which activates and monitors

the response of the hot wire is a constant-current device
manufactured by the Shapiro-Edwards Company.
All of the signals described above are fed into an
Ampex FR-1300 14-channel FM tape-recorder operating with
1 inch tape at 15 inches per second.

The maximum input

signal for the recording amplifiers of the FM tape-recorder
is ±1.00 volts.

For this reason, the carrier amplifier out

put signals were attenuated so that the maximum expected
signal from any of the three strain-gage bridges did not
exceed±1.00 volts.

A ten-turn precision potentiometer was

added to the angle-measurement circuit so that its output
was attenuated to ±1.00 volts.

The output of the hot wire

anemometer was also attenuated to ±1.00 volt.
The Computerized Data Reduction Chain
After completion of the aerodynamic measurements,
the FM tape recorder was taken to the Brigham Young Univer
sity Engineering Analysis Center where the FM data tapes
were played back through a computer system which is shown
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Fig. 8.— Diagram and Data Measuring and Reduction Chain

in diagram form in Figure 8.
On playback of the FM data tapes, the various chan
nels were sampled sequentially and digitalized by the Elec
tronic Engineering Co. 1202 Multi-channel Analog to Digital
Converter and Multiplexer.

The sampling rates, start and

stop times were controlled by a Systems Engineering Labora
tories 81OB Computer.

The sampled data was loaded sequen

tially into the SEL 810B core (maximum storage is 10000
words) where, upon command, it was transferred to the
General Precision LibraScope L-3055 computer.

The data was

written on magnetic tape in octal format at that point.

At

a later time, the octal tape was translated into BCD format
and written on a Master Data Tape.

The MDT was used to

create the lift, drag and moment coefficients which were
then plotted on a Model 565 Calcomp Plotter.
Noise Reduction
As mentioned by Coleman [40], the signals from the
strain-gage bridges were saturated with noise so that it was
not possible to take any force measurements.

The source of

the noise was investigated and several methods to eliminate
or greatly reduce it were employed.
The noise seemed to affect all of the strain-gage
bridges equally— the individual mounts were thus eliminated
as a possible cause.

The sinusoidal motion generator was

adjusted carefully so as to reduce any mechanical noise
which could have been transmitted to the turning plates
(where the strain-gage bridges were mounted).

Finally, it
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was determined that the wind-tunnel motor and walls were
transmitting vibrations through the floor to the mainframe.
An attempt was made to eliminate the noise with
digital computer technigues.
described in Appendix A.

The mathematical details are

It was originally thought to use

auto-correlation and spectral analysis technigues to remove
the noise from the data.

However, the noise was found to

vary in frequency as well as spectrum with two predominant
frequencies at about 31 Hertz and 42 Hertz.
Since the noise seemed to be transmitted from the
wind-tunnel structure through the floor to the experiment
directly, several isolation methods were considered.

These

ideas were abondoned when it was realized that the data of
interest was of low enough frequency (in comparison to the
noise) that electronic filtering of the strain-gage bridge
signals would probably suffice.
In designing the electronic filters, it was most
important to make sure that the filters only suppressed the
noise while not appreciably affecting any of the significant
harmonics in the data.

For this reason, a Fourier analysis

technique was developed to test any filter design and assure
that the effects on the expected data would not be detri
mental.

The filter which was designed and used, along with

the Fourier analysis technique, are described in Appendix B.
Three identical passive electronic filters were
built and placed in the circuit between the carrier ampli
fier and the FM recorder (see Figure 8 ).

CHAPTER III
THE STATIC-FORCES WIND-TUNNEL DATA
The two airfoils— the D-section and the cable-withmessenger--were mounted onto the force measuring equipment
as shown in Figure 9,

The data which was desired were the

lift, drag and moment forces as expressed by their dimen
sionless coefficients.

These coefficients have been

established as follows by NACA [44]:

r

- —

C

=

1=----

_ J 2 ___
--- M ----

where

Ad

L — the lift force (which is defined as that force
on the airfoil which is normal to the relative
wind vector)
D = the drag force (which is defined as that force
on the airfoil which is parallel to and in the
same direction as the relative wind vector)
M — the moment (a force acting through a moment-arm)
which causes the airfoil to rotate on an axis
which is perpendicular to the wind vector
I? =. is the air density
V •=■ the magnitiide of the relative wind vector
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Fig. 9.— The experimental airfoils attached to the
strain-gage bridges. Note that each strain gage (1-6) on the
diagram actually represents two strain gages— one on each
side of the wind-tunnel (east and west).
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A

- the frontal area of the airfoil at some desig
nated angle-of-attack

d = the width of the frontal area.
A clockwise rotation around the mounting axis was chosen (as
seen from the west side of the wind-tunnel) to be a positive
moment.
<x

The frontal area of the D-section was defined at

0° while the frontal area of the cable-with-messenger

was defined at

=. 90°.

Mathematics of Force Reduction
In order to obtain the forces and moments on the
airfoils, it was necessary to derive a series of relation
ships between them and the forces measured by the experi
mental apparatus.

Referring to Figure 9:
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F1* F2 and F3 are the forces measured by the three straingage bridges.

F^» FD and F

are the combined effects of

gravity, friction losses and inertial effects on the lift,
drag and moment forces, respectively.

Fj, FD and F^ are

functions of angle-of-attack, mounting position and d <*/dt .
Experimental Procedure
In order to minimize any gross temperature changes
due to diurnal variations and the presence of many people
near the wind-tunnel facility, all data runs were made be
tween 10:00 P.M. and 2:00 A.M.

The experiments for both
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airfoils were identical in procedure--the procedure con
sisted of several steps.
The first step was to carefully zero out the straingage bridges until no significant drift (usually due to
temperature changes) could be detected.

It was possible

under normal operating conditions to keep the bridges zeroed
within ±0.05% during a single data run.

The zero-balanced

condition of the bridges was checked regularly throughout
the data runs.
After the zeroing operation, the next step was to
perform two calibration runs— one for bridges 1 and 2 and
another for bridge 3 (which is perpendicular to bridges 1
and 2).

These calibration runs involved hanging standard

weights on the airfoil and recording the resultant output
from the strain-gage bridges.

The weights ranged from

0.55639 newtons (1/8 lbf ) to 35.586 newtons (8.0 lbf). They
are certified by the B.Y.U. Department of Mechanical Engi
neering whose weight standards can be traced to the National
Bureau of Standards in Washington, D.C. [45],
In Figure 10 the calibration curves are shown for
both airfoils.

Note that bridges 1 and 2 "divide" the

weight equally, while bridge 3 sustains all of the weight.
It was satisfying to see that the cross-talk between the
perpendicular strain-gage bridges was negligible at lower
weights and did not exceed 0.5% during the heaviest weight
calibration.

This lack of cross-talk insured that the

forces measured by one strain-gage bridge were independent
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Volts

Volts

Fig. 10.— Calibration curves for the bridges.
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of the forces measured by a perpendicular strain-qaqe bridge.
After calibration, the next step was to record a
data run at zero wind velocity.

The forces measured in this

data run were the gravitational, frictional and inertial
forces which were also present in every finite wind velocity
data run.

In the data reduction process (described below),

the forces measured in this zero wind velocity data run were
subtracted out of the forces measured in a finite wind vel
ocity data run, thus giving the net aerodynamic forces on the
airfoil.
The final step was to take ten non-zero wind vel
ocity data runs, starting with 1.9 mps (6 fps) and ending
with 27 mps (90 fps).
The angle-of-attack was fixed or variable according
to the particular step.

The calibration runs were taken

at a fixed angle-of-attack (0°or 90° depending upon the
strain-gage bridge we wished to calibrate), and the remain
ing data runs were performed at an angle-of-attack which
varied from 0° to 180°.

This variation was accomplished

by hand, very slowly, moving from 0° to 180° and back to 0°
so that the rate-of-change of angle-of-attack was of the
order of 1° per second.

For the low velocity data runs

(less than 9 mps) the airfoil was stopped for a few seconds
every 5° to insure that static, rather than quasi-static
data, were being measured.

Due to the symmetry of the force

measurements, data from 181° to 360° angle-of-attack can be
directly inferred from the 0° to 180° data.
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These experimental data runs were performed twice,
several months apart, so as to guarantee the reproduci
bility of the data.

Both sets of data for each airfoil

were in mutual agreement within the limits established by
the error analysis (see Appendix C for a discussion of the
error analysis).
Reduction of the Data
After the FM data tapes were digitalized and trans
lated into BCD form, a computer program called "Reduce
Static/Dynamic Data" was applied to the data.
is listed in Appendix D.

This program

The options in the program

included line-printer plots, Calcomp plots and an error
analysis.

The error analysis is based upon the statistical

principles as reported in Appendix C.
The Static-Forces Data
In Figures 11 through 22, the cable-with-messenger
static-forces data are displayed.

Note the variation of

the coefficients at low velocities compared to the same
coefficients are higher velocities.

This variation is due

to the fact that the lift, drag and moment coefficients
assume that a linear relationship exists between the static
air pressure and the dynamic air pressure on the airfoil.
Although this is generally true (as born out by dimensional
analysis), the turbulence surrounding the unstable airfoil
and the turbulent boundary layer are likely causes for the
non-linear functional relationship between the coefficients
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and the wind velocity.
In Figures 23 through 34, the D-section staticforces data are displayed.
as described above.

Note the same velocity effects

However, the D-section data seem to

show a more even pattern as a function of velocity.
In Figure 35 a sample of the static-forces data
from this study is compared with data taken by Harris [24],
Cheers [25] and Simonsen [29],
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Fig. 11.— Static coefficients for the cable-withmessenger where the wind velocity is 2.43 mps (7,96 fps).
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Fig. 12.— Static coefficients for the cable-with
messenger where the wind velocity is 3.14 mps (10.3 fps).
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Fig 13.— Static coefficients for the cable-withmessenger where the wind velocity is 5.12 mps (16,8 fps)
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Fig. 14.— Static coefficients for the cable-withmessenger where the wind velocity is 6.34 mps (20.8 fps).
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Fig. 15.— Static coefficients for the cable-withmessenger where the wind velocity is 7.70 mps (25.3 fps).
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Fig. 16.— Static coefficients for the cable-withraessenger where the wind velocity is 9.19 mps (30.1 fps).
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Fig. 17.— Static coefficients for the cable-withmessenger where the wind velocity is 12.0 mps (39.4 fps).
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Fig. 18.— Static coefficients for the cable-withmessenger where the wind velocity is 15.3 mps (50.2 fps).
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Fig. 19.— Static coefficients for the cable-withmessenger where the wind velocity is 18.4 mps (60.4 fps).
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Fig. 20.— Static coefficients for the cable-withmessenger where the wind velocity is 21.4 mps (70.3 fps).
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Fig. 21.— Static coefficients for the cable-withmessenger where the wind velocity is 24.5 mps (80.5 fps).
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Fig. 22.— Static coefficients for the cable-withmessenger where the wind velocity is 27.7 raps (90.7 fps).
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Fig. 23.— Static coefficients for the D-section .
where the wind velocity is 2.31 mps (7.59 fps).
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Fig. 24.--Static coefficients for the D-section
where the wind velocity is 3.42 mps (11.2 fps).
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Fig. 25.— Static coefficients for the D-section
where the wind velocity is 5.04 mps (16.5 fps).
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Fig. 26.— -Static coefficients for the D-section
where the wind velocity is 6.34 mps (20.8 fps).
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Fig. 27.— Static coefficients for the D-section
where the wind velocity is 7.73 mps (25.4 fps).
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Fig. 28.— Static coefficients for the D-section
where the wind velocity is 9.15 mps (30.0 fps).
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Fig. 29.— Static coefficients for the D-section
where the wind velocity is 12.0 mps (39.4 fps).
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Fig. 30.— Static coefficients for the D-sectiin
where the wind velocity is 15.3 mps (50.1 fps).
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Fig. 31.— Static coefficients for the D-section
where the wind velocity is 18.4 mps (60,5 fps).
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Fig. 32.— Static coefficients for the D-section
where the wind velocity is 21.1 mps (69,3 fps).
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Fig. 33.— Static coefficients for the D-section
where the wind velocity is 24.5 mps (80.5 fps).
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Fig. 34.— -Static coefficients for the D-section
where the wind velocity is 27.4 mps (89.9 fps).
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Angle-of-attack
Fig. 35 .— Comparison of D-section lift coefficients.

CHAPTER IV
THE DYNAMIC-FORCES WIND-TUNNEL DATA
The aerodynamic coefficients and forces and their
derivation from the measured forces are the same as described
in the previous chapter.

However, due to constraints on the

sinusoidal motion generator, the D-section was rotated 90°
so as to obtain symmetric data.
Experimental Procedure
Immediately after taking static-forces data and
after checking the zero-balanced bridges, the sinusoidal
motion generator was coupled to the experimental apparatus
and the dynamic-forces data were taken.

The stability of

the force-measuring equipment was regularly checked during
the dynamic-forces data runs.
The Cable-with-messenger Dynamic-Forces data
The first group of data runs which are presented in
this chapter are the cable-with-messenger dynamic-forces co
efficients.

This group is divided into several sets, ac

cording to the parameter being varied at the time.

In Fig

ures 36 through 45, the data is displayed for one frequency
of oscillation (0.994 Hertz) and one maximum angle-ofattack (27°) while the wind velocity is varied from about
60
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1.9 to about 27 mps (7 to 90 fps).

There does not seem to

be any set pattern for the data as a function of the velocity
other than the change in magnitude of the coefficients at
lower velocities.
The next set of cable-with-messenger data is similar
to the first set but (1) the frequency of oscillation is
only two-thirds the former value (0.460), (2) the maximum
angle-of-attack is 15° and (3) there are only three wind
velocities involved.

See Figures 46-48.

In Figures 49-51, the frequency of oscillation is
the variable, with the maximum angle-of-attack at 27° and
the wind velocity at 6.24 mps (20 fps).

There seems to be

an increase in the negative moment hysteresis as the frequen
cy increases, thus indicating a higher torsional damping at
higher torsional motions.
In Figures 52-54 and 58, the variable is the maximum
angle-of-attack.

The frequency is 0.666 Hertz and the wind

velocity is 6.24 mps (20 fps).

Again, no significant pat

terns can be established within the accuracy of the data.
Even though the cable-with-messenger dynamic data
is not wholly consistant, it is of interest to compare the
various data plots with the static data.

It appears that

both wind velocity and frequency of oscillation contribute
to the energy input/output due to the wind.

The implications

of this data are unclear at present, nevertheless.

It would

appear that further work must be done in order to establish
definite patterns of energy flow in and out of the cable.
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The D-section Dynamic-Forces Data
Since the D-section is one of the most studied of
the unstable airfoils, more data were obtained in the in
vestigation of aerodynamic hysteresis and dynamic forces.
It was pleasing to note the patterns which developed
with the dynamic D-section data.

In order to see these

patterns, the data is grouped into several sets, depending
on which variable was being studied at the time.

It is of

worth to compare the static D-section data with the dynamic
D-section data in order to appreciate the relative change
in the aerodynamic forces.
In the first two sets of data, the wind velocity is
the primary variable.

The first of the two sets represents

a study of the wind velocity effects at a frequency of
oscillation of 0.666 Hertz and a maximum angle-of-attack of
15°.

See Figures 55-60.

The hysteresis in the lift and

drag curves are not as significant as their change in magni
tude.

Note the peaking of this change at about 3.20 mps

(10 fps).

This would indicate with large wind gusting pre

sent, the translational forces on the cable would increase
remarkably.

Once the motion is initiated, it tends to be

self-exciting, according to this data (valid within the wind
velocity ranges under consideration).

More important, it

seems to be, is the positive moment and the positive moment
hysteresis which seems to peak at about 6.30 mps (20 fps).
This positive moment would tend to create greater torsional
motion at these low velocities, small angle-of-attacks and
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galloping frequency.

If the torsional impetus is present,

then the cable (D-section or similar ice-coated section)
would present a greater effective angle-of-attack to the wind
and thus galloping would be initiated from a reasonably
small initial displacement.
The second set of data is shown in Figures 61-67.
The frequency of oscillation is faster than the first set—
0.986 Hertz.

The maximum angle-of-attack is greater— 27°.

The wind velocities vary from 3.14-21.2 mps (10-70 fps).
Note the same effects as described above.

The translational

force is increased and seems to reach a relative peak at
6-9 mps (20-30 fps).

The moment hysteresis is positive for

very low velocities.
In Figures 68-72, the primary variable is maximum
angle-of-attack.

There appears to be negative moment hys

teresis except at very high angles-of-attack, thus indica
ting that torsional damping is a function of the wind
velocity, not the angle-of-attack.

However, the translation

al forces are increased up to a peak somewhere near 40° in
maximum angle-of-attack.

This could perhaps explain the

tendancv for D-sections to gallop at this maximum angle-ofattack (as shown by Hartman [30 ] and Edwards and Madeyski
[31]).
In the final set of data. Figures 73-78, the primary
variable is the frequency of oscillation.

The wind velocity

is 6.28 mps (20 fps) and the maximum angle-of-attack is 27°.
Note how the torsional damping peaks at about 1.12 Hertz.
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Also, the translational forces peak at about 0.9 Hertz
The Dynamic Forces Data and Hysteresis
It is apparent that the dynamic data contains wholly
new information about the aerodynamic forces on a unstable
airfoil.

While the cable-with-messenger dynamic data did

show definite differences (compared to the static data), it
still is not clear what the dynamic forces' role is.

But

the clarity of the D-section data make it clear that no aero
dynamic study of a galloping cable system can be justified
without the use of dynamic forces data.

This data more

closely matches the airflow forces actually "seen" by a
galloping cable.

More important, the data point to regions

of wind velocity, angle-of-attack and freguency that are
more prone to galloping (or rather, to the aerodynamic forces
that promote galloping).
This data also raises new guestions about the forces
of a dynamic nature on stable airfoils.
In the following chapters, an energy analysis is
described that was performed on three galloping cable systems.
As would be expected, the galloping behavior is strongly
dependent on the type of data used.
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Fig. 36.— Dynamic coefficients for the cable-withmessenger; freguency is 0.994 Hertz, maximum angle-ofattack is 27 and the wind velocity is 2.42 mps (8 fps).
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B'ig. 37.— Dynamic coefficients for the cable-withmessenger: frequency is 0.994 Hertz, maximum angle-ofattack is 27 and the wind velocity is 3.14 mps (10 fps).
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Fig. 38.— Dynamic coefficients for the cable-withmessenger: frequency is 0.994 Hertz, maximum angle-ofattack is 27 and the wind velocity is 6.24 mps (20 fps).
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Fig. 3 9 .— Dynamic coefficients for the cable-withmessenger: frequency is 0.994 Hertz, Maximum angle-ofattack is 27° and the wind velocity is 9.17 mps (30 fps).
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Fig. 40.— Dynamic coefficients for the cable-withmessenger: frequency is 0.994 Hertz, maximum angle-ofattack is 27 and the wind velocity is 12.0 mps (4q fps).
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Fig. 41.— Dynamic coefficients for the cable-withmessengeri frequency is 0.994 Hertz, maximum angle-ofattack is 27 and the wind velocity is 15.3 mps (50 fps).
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Fig. 42.— Dynamic coefficients for the cable-withmessenger: frequency is 0.994 Hertz, maximum angle-ofattack is 27° and the wind velocity is 18.4 mps (60 fps).
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Fig. 43.— Dynamic coefficients for the cable-withmessenqer: frequency is 0.994 Hertz, maximum angle-ofattack is 27 and the wind velocity is 21.1 mps (70 fps).
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Fig. 44.— Dynamic coefficients for the cable-withmessenqer: frequency is 0.994 Hertz, maximum angle-ofattack is 27
and the wind velocity is 24.5 mps (80 fps).
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Fig. 45.— Dynamic coefficients for the cable-withmessenger: frequency is 0.994 Hertz, maximum angle-ofattack is 27 and the wind velocity is 27.4 mps (90 fps).
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Fig. 46.--Dynamic coefficients for the cable-withmessenger: frequency is 0.666 Hertz, maximum angle-ofattack is 15° and the wind velocity is 3.14 mps (10 fps).
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Fig. 47.— Dynamic coefficients for the cable-withmessenger: frequency is 0.666 Hertz, maximum angle-ofattack is 15 and the wind velocity is 6.24 mps (20 fps).
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Fig. 48.— Dynamic coefficients for the cable-withmessenger: freguency is 0.666 Hertz, maximum angle-ofattack is 15 and the wind velocity is 9.17 mps (30 fps).
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Fig. 49.— Dynamic coefficients for the cable-withmessenger: freguency is 0.460 Hertz, maximum angle-ofattack is 27 and the wind velocity is 6.24 mps (20 fps).
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Fig. 50.— Dynamic coefficients for the cable-withmessenger: greguency is 0.888 Hertz, maximum angle-ofattack is 27 and the wind velocity is 6.24 mps (20 fps).
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Fig. 51.— Dynamic coefficients for the cable-withraessenqer: frequency is 0.994 Hertz, maximum angle-ofattack is 27 and the wind velocity is 6.24 mps (20 fps).
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pig. 52.— Dynamic coefficients for the cable-withmessenger: freguency is 0,666 Hertz, maximum angle-ofattack is 27 and the wind velocity is 6.24 mps (20 fps).
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Fig. 53.— Dynamic coefficients for the cable-withmessenger: greguency is 0.666 Hertz, maximum angle-ofattack is 37° and the wind velocity is 6.24 mps (20 fps).
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Fig. 54.— Dynamic coefficients for the cable-withmessenger: greguency is 0.666 Hertz, maximum angle-ofattack is 47 and the wind velocity is 6.24 mps (20 fps).
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Fig. 55.— Dynamic coefficients for the D-section:
frequency is 0.666 Hertz, maximum angle-of-attack is 15°
and the wind velocity is 1.97 mps (8 fps).
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Fig. 56.— Dynamic coefficients for the D-section:
frequency is 0.666 Hertz, maximum angle-of-attack is 15°
and the wind velocity is 3.19 mps (10 fps).
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Fig. 57.— Dynamic coefficients for the D-section
frequency is 0.666 Hertz, maximum angle-of-attack is 15°
and the wind velocity is 5.03 mps (15 fps).
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Fig. 58.— Dynamic coefficients for the D-sectiont
frequency is 0.666 Hertz, maximum angle-of-attack is 15°
and the wind velocity is 6.32 mps (20 fps).
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Fig, 59.— Dynamic coefficients for the D-sectiogj
frequency is 0.666 Hertz, maximum angle-of-attack is 15°
and the wind velocity is 7.80 mps (25 fps).
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Fig. 60.— Dynamic coefficients for the D-sections
frequency is 0.666 Hertz, maximum angle-of-attack is 15°
and the wind velocity is 9.13 mps (30 fps).
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Fig. 61,— Dynamic coefficients for the D-sectionj
frequency is 0.986 Hertz, maximum angle-of-attack is 27°
and the wind velocity is 3.14 mps (10 fps).
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Fig. 62.— Dynamic coefficients for the D-section:
frequency is 0.986 Hertz, maximum angle-of-attack is 27°
and the wind velocity is 6.24 mps (20 fps).
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Fig. 63.— Dynamic coefficients for the D-section:
frequency is 0.986 Hertz, maximum angle-of-attack is 27°
and the wind velocity is 9.14 mps (30 fps).
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Fig. 64.— Dynamic coefficients for the D-sectioni
frequency is 0.986 Hertz, maximum angle-of-attack is 27°
and the wind velocity is 12.0 mps (40 fps).
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Fig. 65.— Dynamic coefficients for the D-section:
frequency is 0.986 Hertz, maximum angle-of-attack is 27°
and the wind velocity is 15.3 mps (50 fps).
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Fig. 66.— Dynamic coefficients for the D-section:
frequency is 0.986 Hertz, maximum angle-of-attack is 27°
and the wind velocity is 18.4 mps (60 fps).
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Fig. 67.— Dynamic coefficients for the D-section:
frequency is 0.986 Hertz, maximum angle-of-attack is 27°
and the wind velocity is 21.2 mps (70 fps).
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Fig. 68.— Dynamic coefficients for the D-sectioni
frequency is 0.666 Hertz, maximum angle-of-attack is 24°
and the wind velocity is 6.28 mps (20 fps).
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Fig. 69.— Dynamic coefficients for the D-sectioni
frequency is 0.666 Hertz, maximum angle-of-attack is 37°
and the wind velocity is 6.28 mps (20 fps).
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Fig. 70.— Dynamic coefficients for the D-sections
frequency is 0.666 Hertz,maximum angle-of-attack is 42°
and the wind velocity is 6.28 mps (20 fps).
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Fig. 71.— Dynamic coefficients for the D-sections
frequency is 0.666 Hertz, maximum angle-of-attack is 47°
and the wind velocity is 6.28 mps (20 fps).
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Fig. 72.— Dynamic coefficients for the D-sectioni
frequency is 0.666 Hertz, maximum angle-of-attack is 52°
and the wind velocity is 6.28 mps (20 fps).
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Fig. 73.— Dynamic coefficients for the D-section:
frequency is 0.460 Hertz, maximum angle-of-attack is 27°
and the wind velocity is 6.28 mps (20 fps).
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Fig. 74.— Dynamic coefficients for the D-sections
frequency is 0.888 Hertz, maximum angle-of-attack is 27°
and the wind velocity is 6.28 mps (20 fps).
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Fig. 75.— Dynamic coefficients for the D-sectionj
frequency is 1.006 Hertz, maximum angle-of-attack is 27°
and the wind velocity is 6.28 mps (20 fps).
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Fig. 76.— Dynamic coefficients for the D-section:
frequency is 1.118 Hertz, maximum angle-of-attack is 27°
and the wind velocity is 6.28 mps (20 fps).
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Fig. 77.— Dynamic coefficients for the D-sections
frequency is 1.452 Hertz, maximum angle-of-attack is 27°
and the wind velocity is 6.28 mps (20 fps).
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Fig. 78.— Dynamic coefficients for the D-section:
frequency is 1.610 Hertz, maximum angle-of-attack is 27°
and the wind velocity is 6.28 mps (20 fps).

CHAPTER V
THE ENERGY MODEL AND COMPUTER PROGRAM
In this chapter are the descriptions of an energy
model of a galloping line and of a digital computer program
which was developed to simulate the energy model.
Eguation of the Overhead Transmission Line
The shape of the overhead electrical transmission
line at rest is similar to the hanging chain and can be
described mathematically by the catenary equation (from
catena. Latin for chain) [46]:
~ X = cosk~ u -

rl

H J

I

where

the loading on the cable (usually expressed as
newtons per metre)

H ~ the

horizontal tension in the cable.

A diagram of the catenary is shown below:
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For a shallow catenary, the mathematical form is very
similar to a parabola.

This can be deduced by expanding the

hyperbolic cosine function in a Taylor power series to get:

h<">

* ' M tH

+* i d r *)

+- 7210 vfj
( U

Noting that the first term is the same as the parabolic form:

The difference in the catenary and the parabola is represen
ted by the successive terms.

This difference becomes large

as the number of terms are increased (i.e. for large values
of - | k , which is a measure of the sag).

Therefore, with a

small sag— a shallow profile— the catenary closely resembles
a parabola.
Galloping Motion of a Shallow Catenary
Many observers have reported the shape of the motion of
galloping spans [7,30,31,36].

The motions which seem to be

common to the large majority of reported cases are threedimensional in nature.

Choosing the coordinate system shown

in Figure 80, the motions of a galloping span are shown for
the x-y, x~z and y-z planes.

Two modes of galloping are

shown, these being the most commonly observed modes.

The

galloping motion is simple-harmonic (sinusoidal) in both time
and displacement.
Energy of the Galloping Span
At rest, the energy of the cable is assumed to be zero

y

y-z plane

Fig, 80.— Motions and mode shapes in three dimensions for a galloping cable.
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When in motion, the cable possesses varying amounts of energy
consisting of kinetic, gravitational-potential and strainpotential energy.

The strain energy is due to the stretch

ing of the cable while in motion.

Energy losses from the

galloping span are provided through friction in the cable and
cable mounting structures and by aerodynamic damping.

As

expressed in the hypotheses in Chapter I, energy is fed into
the galloping span by the action of the wind upon the moving
cable.
With the information above, the following assumptions
were made for the energy model of a galloping lines
1.

The galloping motion is symmetrical around a

mean position.

The mean position is described by a parabolic

equation (see Reference 36 for the theoretical verification
of this assumption).
2.

The galloping motion is sinusoidal in shape and

is simple-harmonic in time.
3.

There is both translational and torsional motion

exhibited by a galloping cable.

Further, as described by

Hartman [30], the amplitude of the torsional motion increases
linearly with the amplitude of the translational motion.
4.

End effects are neglected.

That is, the cable

is assumed to be mounted on frictionless hinges at the ends
so that any losses due to the flexing of the cable near the
support ends are neglected.

Simpson [36] has shown that end

effects will only contribute about 1% o f the total energy
losses if the galloping cable is a shallow catenary at rest.
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5.

For one complete cycle of gallopinq, the integral

of the gravitational potential energy is zero.

Since the

computer program integrates the total energy one cycle at a
time, this form of energy was not included.
6.

The strain energy, friction and aerodynamic

losses were treated by a modified log-decrement method (which
is described in a separate section of this chapter).
7.

Since by a previous assumption, the motion is

simple-harmonic and sinusoidal, the total kinetic energy of
the line at any time t is 0.46740 times the kinetic energy of
the line at the point of greatest displacement (where y is
equal to ymax ).

The coefficient 0.46740 is determined by

integrating the kinetic energy of each mass element in the
x-direction along a sinusoidal curve.
The individual energy terms are now considered in
detail.

The kinetic energy is composed of a translational

term and a torsional term:

K. E. - 1/2.''vwz" + '/z.1
Looking first at the translational term, consider
the velocity.
placement.

It can be derived from the equations of dis

Referring to Figure 80, it can be seen that the

displacement in x of an increment of cable length is very
small in comparison to the displacements in y and z.

There

fore, the two-dimensional motion is only considered as it is
derived from the displacements y and z.

The vertical dis

placement is sinusoidal where the displacement is zero at
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the point when

time = 0:

y = yvyxoux sw ro ( cu t + 4>t )

Differentiating (we use the dot notation where y = ay/dt):
Cj -

COS (cot +-

since the cable motion in the y-z plane was generally
observed to follow an elliptic path [30,3l], this pattern
was followed in the energy model.
strained to follow y.

The motion of z was con

Assuming an elliptical path, z and

z can be derived directly from the assumed displacement and
motion of y:
h
Since

y -

is the ellipse equation.
svo (uut +

2: = ~

(uft

— (jj

and

we substitute, and

-t<$>t)

(ojt -v-

^

If the ratio I=-£^--p, then the translational velocity iss
tytAA-a-y. I
V = V J Of- +

+ kt) t p^svwh(ujt+

=. Q

where v is the unit vector in the direction of motion.
Therefore, the translational energy for the entire span
during any period of time is:
K . E . ^ 0.474*4

* t-

L co"Ujvi\<x_x \

iUAf- (cot + (^1 cJ-fc

We next consider the torsional kinetic energy
term which is

*/*__X 6c~, where X is the moment of inertia

for the cable section under study, and «k is the angular
velocity.

For the D-section, I = OASbv*.*1-' £-40], and for the
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cable-with-messenger, I can be derived from the moments of
inertia of solid and hollow cylinders, along with the para
llel-axis theorem.

It turns out to be:

x CVJM= -k

+■ w^ [ ,r^ +

+ ^r]]

where m, is the mass per unit-length of the smaller cylinder
and w\,. is the mass per unit-length of the larger cylinder.
The radii r, ,

and r} are self-explanatory in Figure 7.

The angular velocity <k. is derived from the angular
displacement <=< :
«

=

-

COS (uV"t

+

Differentiating with respect to time, we have the angular
velocity:
ck - uJ^<xw ^ s'^w, (aVb +- 4)^

where

is the torsional frequency and <^is the torsional phase
constant.
In Figure 81, the angular motion and the transla
tional motion of a galloping cable are shown.

In the figure

it is assumed that cf^is zero, when in fact ^ can be different
for each galloping cable.

The wind velocity is from the left

and the motion of the D-section "cable" is indicated relative
to a ground observer.
Energy Input From Aerodynamic Sources
Following Den Hartog's idea [l6], but with torsional
motion added, the energy fed to the galloping cable by the
wind was derived.

First, consider that energy can be ex

pressed as power operating through time:
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Fig. 81.— The torsional and translational motion
of a typical galloping cable (torsional phase constant = 0).
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£:v\e*Lcy^ =

R
jj Po^-uefi. -clt

(a scaiar product).

Power, in turn, can be described as a force operating
vectorially with a velocity:

Po uoefe.

-

p o lic e . - v e L o c / t t u

J

- j' f o K ic e . ^ v e L o c it ^ l c o s

(a vector product)

jZ

where ft is the angle between the force and the velocity.
The velocity in the power relationship is the velocity of
the cable relative to the ground (as derived in the previous
section).

The force is shown in Figure 82.

The mathemat

ical form of this force is
siw,[ta^ (§^)

as shown in the figure.
when computing the power due to the velocity of
the cable and force upon it at any given instant of time,
the angle between the velocity and the force is derived as:
P

-

(^)

The final expression for the energy imparted to the
cable due to translational motion of the cable and the

associated aerodynamic force is:
R

A

-

\

Cfc) cos

dt

\

One other source of aerodynamic energy is the pre
sence of hysteresis in the moment versus angle-of-attack
curves.

Three possibilities exist as seen in Figure 83.

The D-section moves upward and receives
an aerodynamic force in the same directions

net force

|a J = (t-v + D'L),/i

©

p 1-

©

-

P'

= -to^ 1 (-V) }

04

=

C~V«,)

Fig. 82.— Diagram showing aerodynamic forces on D-section
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Fig. 83.— Curves showing various possibilities of the
hysteresis in the aerodynamic forces measurements.
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In order to compute the area of the moment curve, it was ne
cessary to integrate around the curves

“
tV
• ot elt
This is accomplished using the moment coefficients and the
angular velocity so that:

E

M

-

\

'/^

C

hi

Energy Damping
The two types of energy damping considered in our
energy model are mechanical damping and aerodynamic damping.
In order to discuss mechanical damping, we first
present the general equations of motion for a system with
both translational and torsional motions
= f-t
I 4*

+

-+- Ry-

- Fv

where

wv = the generalized mass

- the translational coordinates
<x = the torsional coordinate
c,t-=the translational damping coefficient
c-r^the torsional damping coefficient

kt =• the translational restoring force constant
k r- the torsional restoring force constant

Ft = the external translational forcing function
Fr - the external torsional forcing function.
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The damping coefficient multiplied by the velocity is a
damping force.

This damping force multiplied by the velo

city is damping power and can be integrated over time to
indicate the amount of energy lost during a time interval;

)dt

E 0 - [

Finding the damping coefficient of an overhead
electrical transmission line is simplified by using the
"logrithmic decrement” method.

From the analysis of the

motion of a lightly-damped second order system, the log
rithmic decrement is defined as [48];

k =^

-

5

where (\[ and A-*. represent successive amplitudes in time.
By performing decay tests, where the cable is deflected
either translationally or torsionally and the resultant
die-down of amplitude versus time is recorded, the log
rithmic decrement is determined.

From the logrithmic de

crement, the damping coefficient is determined and the
integration of damping energy can be performed.
Fortunately, the logrithmic decrement of many dif
ferent cable systems is known.

A good example is that

r

ii

published by McDaniel [43];
o - o o o ^ 8 ; ^ ir6'to,ffc£r

translational

O.

torsional

OOStoV* Tc °'36

where 7X is the cable tension in lb^ (3000fT^- ±7000).

Of

the galloping systems that were studied with the energy model,
most had logrithmic decrements or damping coefficients or
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information which allowed an approximation to them.
One form of the aerodynamic dampinq of a cable is
described by Ratkowski L.49],

Combining the logrithmic de

crement for mechanical damping and information of an aero
dynamic nature, he derived the following relationship:
f=D =

Ll (

- Jfp K k)

where

to = the galloping frequency
A - the maximum amplitude
vw'- the mass/unit-length
St= the translational logrithmic decrement
K- the coefficient of aerodynamic damping
/J=the length of the cable span,
Ratkowski notes that the coefficient of aerodynamic damping
for a cylinder is: ^ = 0.00l|5'c(, where cT is the diameter of
the cable [49],
Aerodynamic damping can also be derived directly
by solving the integral

E[) = ^ D0 * V cH:
J £i

where

Dd= the drag force in the direction of motion
v = the velocity of the cable.
As a closing note, the effects of torsional aerodyna
mic damping were not included because it was found that the
energy losses due to this type of damping were negligible in
comparison to the other energy losses.
Integration of the Energy Functions
Because of the energy program, a search was performed
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for a numerical integration method which was fast and ac
curate.

The best possibility seemed to be Simpson's Rule,

which is described in Conte [50].

Essentially, Simpson's

2.N

Rule consists of dividing a chosen interval into
pieces and forming the series:

^ fWax

= -j

(4 + 4-f,

2.-f»+■••)

+

+-

where
;

R =

evaluated at x = <x.
-f,=-£(*)evaluated at x. -

cl-h-W

etc.
The error term generated by Simpson's Rule is:

which is sufficiently small compared to other digital
computer errors such as accumulative round-off errors.
The Energy Program
Using the information set forth in the energy model,
a computer program was written that would be flexible enough
to analyze different galloping systems.

Provisions were made

in the computer program for parametric studies.

These para

metric studies are described in the next chapter.
A flowchart of the computer program is included in
Figure 84,

A complete listing of the program is given in

Appendix E.
Since small time steps were used (which, in turn.
means small changes in angle-of-attack), a linear

inter-
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polation technique (a linear function) was used for the lift,
drag and moment coefficients retrieval.

Fig. 84.— Flowchart of energy program

CHAPTER VI
APPLICATION OF THE ENERGY MODEL
In this chapter, the results of applying the energy
model to an ideal galloping cable system and to two actual
cases of galloping are described.

Note that this energy

model was only applied to galloping systems involving the Dsection.

The cable-with-messenger data was not used for this

part of the study for reasons outlined in Chapter IV.
The Edwards-Madeyski Case
In their 1956 report [31 ], Edwards and Madeyski note
the construction of a test cable system with D-sections
attached.

Most of the important parameters of this cable

system are given in their report and so it was rather easy
to apply the aerodynamic data to the cable system.

A direct

comparison was made with the galloping motion and amplitudes
that they reported and the predicted motion using both static
and dynamic data.
The results of the computer program for the EdwardsMadeyski case are shown in Figure 85.

Using dynamic-forces

data, the observed galloping amplitude is more closely appro
ximated than when using the static-forces data.

Note also

that the onset times of galloping are faster when using the
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dynamic data (no onset times were mentioned by Edwards and
Madeyski to afford another direct comparison).
The Hartman Case
In 1956, Hartman [30j set up a test line with Dsections attached and observed the resultant galloping.
Most, of the important parameters were recorded in his Ph.D.
dissertation, but some parameters had to be approximated.
Nevertheless, the results of the energy model computer
program indicate again that the observed galloping is only
properly described when dynamic-forces data are used (see
Figure 85).
These results are ascribed to the increase of energy
fed into the cable system due to the dynamic lift and drag
forces, primarily.

Since these true aerodynamic forces

have not been previously published, and therefore available,
it is possible that a revision in the aerodynamic theories
of galloping transmission lines can now be attempted.
Energy of an Ideal Galloping Span
An ideal galloping cable system (like the one shown
in the previous chapter) was designed mathematically with
normalized cable parameters.

This ideal cable system was

then mathematically gallopped at a fixed translational
amplitude.

The energy input into the cable was then calcu

lated, using either static or dynamic data.

The wind

velocity, maximum angle-of-attack and frequency of oscilla
tion were all adjusted to match the particular set of data.
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Amplitude ratio

Amplitude ratio

Fig. 85.— The energy model (computer program) as
applied to the two test cases (see text). The three curves
indicating amplitude are normalized to the observed condition.
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Investigation of the data shown in Chapters III and
IV reveal that in most cases, the lift and drag forces differ
appreciably when seen from a static viewpoint or from a
dynamic viewpoint.

Thus, it would be expected that the

energy input/'output to the galloping span would also reflect
this difference.

This has already been seen in the previous

section.
In Figures 86 through 88 are plotted the energy per
cycle of the ideal galloping span versus three parametersi
velocity of the wind, maximum angle-of-attack and frequency
of oscillation.

As expected, the peaking of certain effects

in the dynamic-forces data is also seen in the energy per
cycle which is fed into the ideal galloping cable.
In the three figures is there is further evidence that
a greater energy input is available to the cable than was
previously assumed (using static-forces data).

This greater

energy is primarily due to the increase in the force in the
direction of motion (which is appropiate to denote as the
"Den Hartog" force, in honor of J. P. Den Hartog wTho first
recognized it ^16]).

A close inspection of the static and

dynamic data at similar velocities reveal that while the
lift vector is larger (for the dynamic data), the drag vector
is smaller, thus resulting in a larger Den Hartog force (see
Figure 82 in the preceding chapter).
The second most important thing to note in Figures
86-88 is the peaking of the dynamic-forces curves (as would
be expected from the observations of the dynamic-forces data
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in Chapter IV).

This is important as compared to the static-

forces curves which tell us relatively nothing about the re
lative importance of the three parameters.

With the dynamic-

forces data of a D-section, the most probable conditions for
galloping can be predicted in terms of the wind velocity,
maximum angle-of-attack and frequency of oscillation.

This

was not possible to accomplish using static-forces data.
It is necessary to add a note of caution here, how
ever.

The curves in Figures 86-88 represent a particular

airfoil (the D-section) and a particular range of velocities.
In other words, there is nothing universal about the number
values obtained.

The greater significance of these curves

is in the identification of the conditions associated with
the greatest probability of a cable system to gallop.

It is

felt that dynamic-forces data of airfoil shapes more akin
to an actual ice-coating on a cable would help to identify
the aerodynamic regime of various parameters related to the
onset and continuation of galloping.

E/Emax per cycle
1.0
-

5

“ib

rb

zb

Wind Velocity (mps)
Fig. 86.--Normalized energy per cycle versus wind velocity for the static
and dynamic data. The dynamic peak occurs at about 9.10 mps (30 fps).
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E/E

max per cycle

Fig. 87.— Normalized energy per cycle versus angle-of-attack for the
static and dynamic data. The dynamic peak is located at about 47°.

E/E max oer
cycle
J

Fig. 88.— Normalized energy per cycle versus frequency of oscillation for
the static and dynamic data. The dynamic peak is at about 0.9 Hertz.

CHAFTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Aerodynamic Data
It is apparent that much more work needs to be
done with unstable and unsymmetrical airfoils in the direc
tion of understanding the dynamic forces of the wind upon
them.

What has been shown for the D-section and the cable-

with messenger section is that the static forces and the
dynamic forces are different enough to warrant consideration.
A follow-on study is strongly urged, one of airfoil shapes
more closely identified with actual ice-coatings on gallop
ing transmission lines.

It is also recommended that the

static forces and dynamics forces around a cable experiencing
corona discharge be investigated.

It is predicted that the

same type of aerodynamic relationships will be found to
exist as revealed in this study.
The Energy Model
In order to make fuller use of the aerodynamic
modeling which has been performed with the energy model, it
would be good to couple this work with Simpson's work [37]
so that the rather complex motions of a galloping cable
system can be studied in conjunction with the aerodynamic
information now available.

The interdependence of the
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torsional and translational motion is still not understood
fully.

It would be most interesting to construct a test

line and study this inter-dependence.

Then a more ac

curate energy model could be developed, one which could
more exactly define the role of the initial translational
and torsional amplitudes.
Solutions to the Galloping Problem
As indicated in Chapter I, it is felt that the deve
lopment of curative devices for the galloping problem is
somewhat premature.

Until a more complete understanding

of the aerodynamics of a galloping system is discovered
(of which this study is but a part), a total solution is at
best a hit-and-miss proposition.
Nevertheless, there are some general hints pointing
to a solution indicated by the present study which should
be investigated.
1.

Below are enumerated some ideas:

Since the unstable airfoil exhibits forms of

hysteresis which are a source of energy (either positive or
negative), it may be possible to develop an aerodynamic
damper which always has the aerodynamic properties of en
hanced negative hysteresis.

The negative hysteresis in the

moment forces could possibly be generated with a highly un
stable airfoil, as hinted at by this study.
2.

If such an aerodynamic damper is developed, it

should have the property of increasing its damping capabili
ties as it becomes ice-coated.

The icing of a cable can

also be a "device" to reduce galloping.
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3.

Of the many mechanical dampers developed, not

one published device has attempted to quench both the trans
lational and torsional motion simultaneously.

This is a

definite area for research, after an understanding of the
two motions is more completely understood.

It very well may

be that the two motions could be made to work against one
another.
4.

Finally, as indicated by other investigators,

the careful design of towers, insulator spacing and various
bundling configurations could turn out to be the least
expensive solution of all.

Nevertheless, it is not felt

that such action should be taken without theoretical re
search to reinforce the physical reasoning behind such
moves.

A major change in wind patterns, terrain or overall

weather could make such "solutions” temporary at best.

APPENDIXES

APPENDIX A
THE REDUCTION OF NOISE IN DATA STREAMS

APPENDIX A
THE REDUCTION OF NOISE IN DATA STREAMS
Introduction to the Problem
A small-storage (16K) computer— the SEL 810B—
coupled with a multi-channel analog-to-digital (A/D) conver
ter is used to analyze data from a variety of experiments.
The experimental data originates in various analog sensors
such as pressure gages, thermocouples and strain-gage bridges.
An experiment may have many of these sensors operating simul
taneously.

The analog signals from these sensors are fed

into the multi-channel A/D converter where they are multi
plexed and transformed to digital voltages and then sent to
the SEL 810B for further analysis.
Due to the physical nature of the sensors and their
associated circuitry, as well as the equipment that handles
the data signals, a noise (unwanted signals) problem occurs.
The subject considered here is the reduction of this noise,
noting that there are two types of noise to consider— random
and non-random noise.
in nature.

Non-random noise is usually periodic

For example, non-random noise could result from

AC voltage leaks into the sensors.

Random noise is not of

^^Ebom a report by the author for the Department of
Mecnanical Engineering, Brigham Young University, July, 1970.
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a predictable nature.

Thermal and electrical "shot" noise

are examples.
Noise Due to the Multiplexer
Because of the sequential nature of the multi-chan
nel data aquisition throuqh the multiplexer, two noise pro
blems arise.

The first problem is a matter of sample-time?

the more channels that are used, the longer A t will have to
be.

The second problem is that of "simultaneity" and is

related to the first problem.

That is, several types of data

measured at the experiment simultaneously will be offset in
time (due to multiplexing).

This is a form of noise which

depends on the number of channels used.

This type of noise

can be significant if we are co-analyzing two or more sets
of data.
Noise Due to the A/D Converter
'Two noise effects appear which can adversely affect
the purity of the data stream because the analog data is
converted to digital data.

The first problem is "aliasing,"

which is an artificial emphasis of certain frequencies and
is related to the sampling rate [53],
frequency f

The Nyquist critical

equals 0.5h' where h' is the number of seconds in

At, the time between samples.

As long as f

is 1.5 to 2.0

times the minimum frequency of interest, then aliasinq is
not a problem.
The second problem is called the "quantization
error" or Qe*

It is really the rms signal-to-noise ratio
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which results from the A/D converter being forced to choose
a discrete value at a given instant from a purely variable
signal.

Q0 = 0.29/#-units-in-scale.

Q© only becomes impor-

tant if the number of units in the scale of a single data
stream are so few that Qe becomes greater than 0.001 [53].
Methods of Noise Elimination
Analog Filtering
An extensive literature exists (see the Reference
Section of Ref. 52) giving the theory and construction of
electronic analog filters (both active and passive).

How

ever, to construct filters for each sensor of the experiment
means that some prior knowledge is available about the type
of noise encountered by each sensor.

Since this will not

generally be the case, it appears that digital filtering
is more flexible for the reduction of noise.
Digital Filtering— Direct Methods
Smoothing.— The first direct method of smoothing out
the noise in a data stream is the "moving averages" tech
nique which is formed as follows: [.54]
ij, +

+
M

5*. +- ^3 t ^•~ + * W ,
N

and each point is centered on

t N -t
7These points are considered the "true" values of the
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undisturbed (no-noise) data, and the resulting smoothed data
stream is used for analysis with no further reference to the
original data stream.

If Ni is taken to be large enough,

high-frequency noise will be eliminated.

However, N

could

be taken to be too large, and significant variations (such
as sharp peaks or valleys) in the data would be lost.

Even

though this method is very fast and very simple, it requires
that something be known about the data beforehand.
Other disadvantages are that the data at the end
and the beginning of a data stream are lost, the moving
average may generate cycles or other variations of the data
which were not present in the original data, and especially
important is that moving averages are strongly affected by
extreme values.

To overcome this, a weighted moving average

with appropiate weights are used [54].

Information theory

tells us that random noise occurs with a normal distribution.
That is, small deviations occur with large frequency and
large deviations occur with small frequency.

Therefore,

a weighted moving averages scheme can be set up to reduce
the average amplitude of random noise.

The weighting would

be determined for each set of data, according to its associ
ated noise "envelope."
Least-squares Method.— The second direct method of
digital filtering is the "least-squares" method L53H.

This

method involves predicting a pre-determined function within
the data and fitting a line ("regression line") through the
data that most nearly matches the pre-determined function.
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For example, if the data appears to lie in a straight line
(as seen on a scatter diagram), then a linear least-squares
analysis will yield the equation of that line, thus giving
the most probably location of the undisturbed (no-noise)
data.
Following the example, for a linear functional re
lationship, we have:
ij

-

w v _ x

-t

b

where x is the independent variable (this could be time),
and y is the dependent variable.

The slope (wv) and the

intercept ( b ) are given by:

VYV ----- ,------ -----

N SIX2"

- (£ X ^

D= ---------------M i X 1- - (£.*)*-

The resulting line is plotted on top of the scatter diagram
and will thereby avoid the possibility of bias in attempting
to "eyeball" a straight line by hand.
There are numerous least-squares functions available
for use: hyperbolic, exponential, polynomial, trigonometric
and many special classes of functions.
The disadvantages of the least-squares method are
(1) forcing upon the data a pre-determined function and (2)
the elimination of significant variations in the data caused
by imposition of a functional relationship.

In cases of

limited data, for instance, it may be impossible to deter
mine an exponential from a polynomial functional form.
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However, for predicting data behavior beyond the available
data, the extension of the regression line is a powerful
device, assuming that the least-squares fit is good within
the known range.

There are advanced statistical techniques

available which give several good ways of measuring the
"goodness of fit."
Digital Filtering— -Indirect Methods
The indirect methods of noise reduction are grouped
into the category of "spectral analysis."

This group con

tains the probability-density functions, auto-correlation
and power-spectra analysis, to name a few [53].

The basic

purpose of these various methods is to determine natural and
unnatural frequencies that are present in the data.

Thus,

if it is suspected that some of the noise is non-random, an
auto-correlation or power-spectra analysis can be performed
on the data.

The resulting analysis will reveal the period

ic data and the relative "strength" of the various frequen
cies present.

Once the extraneous frequencies are detected,

a digital "periodic index" can be impressed on the data
stream, thus removing the unwanted variations.
One example of a spectral analysis method will be
given, the auto-correlation function!

~

R-<UsPl. =

^ , Xv'Xv'*'r'

where r is the lag-number, m is the maximum lag-number and
A
R.r is the estimate of the true value Rjat lag r', correspon
ding to the displacement.

The auto-correlation function for
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random data describes the general dependence of the values
of the data at one time on the values at another time (if,
for instance, the independent variable is time).
The principle application for an auto-correlation
function measurement of a data stream is to establish the
influence of values at any time over values at any future
time.

Because a sine-wave, for example, will have an auto

correlation function which persists over all time displace
ments (this is assuming that the data is truly random), an
auto-correlation measurement provides a tool for detecting
deterministic data which might be masked in a random noise
background.
Other methods of spectral analysis are available
[53,54] and easily programmable on a computer.
Summary
A search of the various methods of noise reduction
have led to the following conclusions: Smoothing (with mo
ving averages) of the noisy data stream is a best first
choice, especially for quick-look applications.

If func

tional relationships are desired (so as to determine a more
exact version of the no-noise data), the least-squares
method can be applied.

If the smoothed data and the least-

squares results are not very similar, a spectral analysis
should be undertaken to remove the non-random data.

After

the elimination of the unwanted frequencies another leastsquares can be applied to the data.
For a quick-look at the real-time data, it may be
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tempting to simply sample the data every 10th or 100th sam
ple-time.

Unless the noise is known to be non-random or

random with a non-normal distribution, this is a dangerous
procedure because the sampled output could fluctuate widely
around the probable output.

It is best to smooth all output,

either for a quick-look data set or for a full-run data set.
Because data analysis is a statistical process, the
choice of any given method cannot be pre-determined.

As

ironically stated by Dr. Murray Spiegel [55], "The ideas
presented above can be used to aid in the problem of [treat
ing] time series.

However, it must be realized that mathe

matical treatment of data does not in itself solve all
problems.

Coupled with the common sense, experience, in

genuity and good judgment of an investigator, such mathema
tical analysis can nevertheless be of value. . . . "
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In the wind-tunnel experiments, it was obvious that
vibration from the tunnel and the sinusoidal motion gener
ator (no matter how carefully adjusted) threatened the ac
curacy of the data.

The noise seemed to center on 31 Hertz

and 42 Hertz with associated harmonics.

In order to mini

mize this noise without reducing the quality of the data,
two tasks were performed: (1) the design and construction
of a low-pass filter which would produce substantial atten
uation at 30 Hertz but which would not markedly reduce the
data signals at about 1-2 Hertz and (2) the development of
a Fourier analysis technique (computer program) to analyze
the filter*s effect on the expected data.
The Filter
Due to economic restraints and time-limitations, an
active electronic low-pass filter was not even considered.
The m-derived, Cauer, R-C, L-C, L-C-R and other types of
passive electronic filters were considered (see Ref. 52)
but for simplicity and low cost, the resistance-capaci
tance (R-C) filter was chosen.

A computer program was

written to optimize the values of the filter components
and the number of sections with the stipulations that (1)
the overall resistance would not exceed 500 ohms (to keep
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the voltage drop low), (2) the capacitances would not ex
ceed 100 Mfd and (3) the number of sections would not ex
ceed three.

The final design is shown in Figure 89 below?

£ out

Fig. 89.— The triple-section R-C filter
For each section, the value of R = 127.5 ohms andO40Mfd.
For a single-section R-C filter, the relationship be
tween the input voltage and output voltage is
V
e Qot- e.(M
c7= = £ = Fr
/&*• + x F

where

X c - l/ziffc

'

and

R =. resistance (ohms)
C = capacitance (farads)
5= frequency of the incoming voltage (Hertz).
For a multiple-section R-C filter, the output voltage is
the product of the various sections:
a/

v .

- 11 COw, —-= ,c===== where
The phase shift in the frequency of the output voltage is

'}’=

(x z)

A plot of the theoretical and actual response is
shown in Figure 90 below
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Fig. 90.— Response curves of the R-C filter.
Fourier Analysis Technique
Given a periodic function

x = f-(t) , it can be shown

that the function can be expanded into a Fourier Series:
x ( t ^ % +-

+- g^Sv^ZfVd))

= -~Cx(t)cos(2.Trf -t) dt

r ~

(x£fc) s l^
-'ft

(z.ll'-ft) dt

r-

■/*

if it is possible to subdivide a specified interval of the
function into a finite number of subintervals, the Fourier
series for the function becomes:

M
j-U
= Aa +

zZ 64
*=l r
A, -

N

)
4 * ‘.2-.

(4-0
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? =
^

i

cos i V w

i

A *|

~ 0

)

A 0 = O

.

The harmonic properties of a filter functions are
easily obtained by applying a Fourier series to the functill
tion. This is because the n
harmonic is given by:
X w - y/K.

r s r

Once the filter harmonics are known, they can be applied
to any periodic function (which has been converted to a
Fourier series containing the associated Fourier coeffi
cients).

By multiplying the filter function times the co

efficients (with the frequency matching at every coeffi
cient), a new function will appear.

The Fourier coeffi

cients of this new function are then used to create the
function in a series fashion, thus the "old" and the "new"
(filtered) functions can be compared directly.
Of the many forms that the expected data could take,
it was felt that a discontinuous functional form would be
most affected by the filters.

A tilted parallelogram was

chose for the test function and the original function and
the filtered function are displayed in Figure 91 below.
Note the slight loss at the corners (discontinuities) of
the function.

It was convincing, as a result of this

analysis, that the filtering of the strain-gage bridge
signals was not going to be detrimental to the data.

------ Original function
----- Filtered function
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Fig. 91.— The effect of the R-C filter upon an arbitrary parallelogram
function as revealed by the Fourier analysis technique.
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In the well-known paper by Kline and McClintock a
statistical theory is developed for error analysis.

A

slightly different approach is considered here which still
conforms to the basic tenets put forth by the authors £51 ].
If we consider any arbitrary function R.which is a
function of many variables, we can determine the errorlimit of R by considering the error-limits of each of the
individual functional parameters of R.

We do this in the

most straight-forward fashion by taking the logrithmicdifferentials of the function R.

If, for example,

kwvd1
*

~

+ °

the variation in R could be expressed ass
d R, _ dviSN-

R_

^

,

iu ,

-2

d Id

^

4

_

dc

^ ~R7

Note that all the parameter variations are positive.

This is

because errors are all accumulative.
What we have above is the maximum possible variation
in R. as expressed as the maximum variation of the functional
parameters which make up R. .

However, if we want the most

probable variation in R., we then take the rms value of the
maximum variation:
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This is done in accordance with the statistical principles
set forth by Kline and McClintock |_5l].

(For a more

lengthy discussion of the statistical arguments involved,
see Ref. 29, Appendix A).
For the data presented in Chapters III and IV, the
governing relations were:
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is expressed:

The variation in the lift, drag and moment forces was a
function of angle-of-attack:
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Therefore, their variations are expressed as:
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The wind-velocity was a function of several para
meters and this function and its variation aret
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The variation in air density was a function of the
pressure error limits and the temperature error limits:
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Since the error in any given data point is a complex
function of so many variables, an option in the "Reduce
Static/Dynamic Data" computer program was included.

This

option is an error analysis of every sample of data.

Since

it would be impractical to include the error limits on the
data plots, approximate minimum and maximum values of the
error for the static and dynamic data are given below:

Data
Low-velocity Static
High-velocity Static
Low-velocity Dynamic
High-velocity Dynamic

Minimum Error

~ Z. 3 %
~

‘
i. X °/o

~ 3.8 °lo
~

(o. 2- °
J'o

Maximum Error
~ (a A °/o
~

8.7 °!o

~ 7.3 %
~ % 9 7«

In most of the dynamic data, the presence or
non-presence of hysteresis in the data curves is plainly
evident.

Only in a small number of cases does the error

interval seem to make this judgment questionable.

As far

as the principle conclusions of this dissertation are con
cerned, the error analysis bears out the accuracy of the
results.
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C

Th t ; PROGRAM REDUCES THE FC^CE MEASUREMENTS CM AN A]RFOiL TO THr
LIFT# DRAG an ; "GHENT COEFFICIENTS.

C
C

\CTEJ ThI" pRrGRA" IS WRITTEN. Ik Tnr M<3 SYSTE" 0F UhITS*

C

Tnjc

V'T* C A R E F U L L Y The
E S P E C I A L L Y R E L A T I N G TO T^E I N O U T / C U T F U T .

VARIOUS COMMENT fAPCs PELCW
a A5

CREATED DECf-PER 1972 3" ERIC

n ATMAk

SXOUSEn

REA' (1C) I
cc '-'-cn A(E<a:co>j"3(4?)
DJ-ENSre-. C(3/04C).C(4»24C)/NC(2*0>.CvT(4),CFFSET(4),E<3/240)/
I T!Tl “ <1C)»Dy (3),0S(3)*NLP( 16 )» AL IME (100 )
c
C
C
C
C

a contains the datacm tape, a contains one block of data from the tape.
C IN A* I-.TEFTEDIa TE ARRAY CONTAINING THE AVERAGED and CALIBRATED Da t a .
D ODNT'I-N THE CCEFFICIE^'TS AND THE ANGLE TO BE PLOTTED.
“3 CCN T* I*.S THE fipst TAPE-RFCO.ND OF Twr. ANY DATA RLOCK.
*C CC .Tains the NUMBER CE data SAMPLES for each discrete a n g l e .

C

E CONTAIN- the ze =c -VELOCITY
ENfFR L*P
INHJSJN 4O
pf-.INJ
hC
ENTER FORTRAN

data.

LLL * D

C
0
C

Y^L'T . L
A!2 • :•39603375
*12 ■ Tur VEM-JRI CCFFFICENT FCR T«E WIND-TUNNEL*
G ■ 3.-C<;fS
G . T~f LOCAL ACCELERATION CF GRAVITY.
RnII » 997.A3
RCIL * The DENSITY OF THE NANOMETER OIL U N KG/M»*3).
PI * 3.U1G927
DTR • "I/1E0.0

DTR Ij A GO,-.VERSION FACTOR ("DEGREES-Tc-PADlA^S").
7L * C.CtSES
C 7L • THE -Ch FNT-ARH OF THE AIRF GIL (0.06935 METRES).
1 REA' ( - t ICC) TITLE
IDS FORMAT (1GA8)
IF (TITLE!1).EG.8H
) GC TO M
LLL ■ LL.L * 1
READ (5. 101) H. CH, OFFSET. ICAL/IEA/IEE/IP0/ISF, ITYPE# NAS# NTA
1C1 FORMAT (6F1C-G/6I2/2I*)

nnnnnonnnnnnnnnn

C

H • “A" C"rTEP RE AD Ir;G IN INCHES.
Dh « Th F UNCERTAINTY IN H (IN INCHES)"
'ffset con ta ins the fln cticn intercept which converts a u .j ) to m *? v a l u e s .
ICAL • C -Fans NO CALCCMP PLOTS. ICAL * 1 means produce cal com ° p l o t s .
TEA • C DC NOT PF3p0PN the ERROR ANALYSIS. IGA ■ 1 MEANS PREFORM it.
iff . c "FANS "THIS FILE IS NOT A ZERO-VELOCITY FILE."
IFF ■ 1 THEOPPOSITE
IGF . 0 MEANS "SKIP THIS FILE AND GC TO THE NEXT ONE" ISF • 1 «EANS COMPUTE,
tpp . 0 MEANS DO NOT PLOT THE COF.FFlCIF-.NTS ON THE LINE-PRINTFR.
I TYPE • I M E A N S " T HI S IS A D Y N A M I C C A B L E - W I T H - M E S S E N G E R D A T A R UN ."

ITYPE * 0 Meats "THIS IS A STATIC CA5LF-*!TH.MESSENGER DATA
ITYPE . £ MEANS "THIS IS A STATIC D-SECTION DATA PUN."
ITYPE • 3 MEANS "THIS IS A DYNAMIC D-SECTION DATA RJN,■
NAS ■ the FIRST angle (IN DEGREES) AHICH IS SOUGHT.
nta » the total number cf angles to be searched o u t .

RUN."

read (5. 1C?) P/T.CVT/I PUNCH
102 FORMAT (6F 1C.0.14)

C
c
C
C
C

PRESSURE « INCHES OF MERCURY. p IS CONVERTED TO PASCALS; P * P*?37i.-50
temperature is Fahrenheit, t in kelvin • ( f + 459 .671/ 1.*00
CVT(I) » the FUNCTION-SLOPE FOR CONVERTING A(I.J) INTO M*S VALUES.
[PUNCH « 1 rEANS PUNCH THE DATA CUT ON CARDS FOR THE ENERGY p=RG=a".

IF (LLL"EQ.1) GO TO 2
ENTER LAP
fRDF
40
ENTFR FORTRAN
2 IF (ISF.to.0) WRITE (6/200) TITLE
200 FORMAT (“C"/1C*8)
' IF (If.F.LC •C ) GC TO 1
C READ IN Tnfc DATA FROM TA°E j
IF (LLi."EC.14) CALL ARCMB(MT)
IF <LI l-.LC. 14) GO TO 555
CALI- FILL* (MT)
C “T * THE »U.-h ER OF Ca TA-SAm Pi ES/CHANNEl .
555 CONTINUE
ISP • c
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c

M » H• '*C2v4
DM »
0354
P • P.1376.Sj
w(a 11-') • ,'h/•c i‘i jotti.ro/
I, , r’t/. , •'!<

k .- kilograms

r •(T ♦4"''1.7-7)/I .(?

C
C

RMQ . rv;/T
v * ic'i(?.c»c;riL»r)4H»i'i«T/p/Ai2)
Dw « 0.3042*1.975
IF CTyPi.r.T.n ow ■ 0.3042.3.0
THE D-SLCTICN FRONTAL AREA . 0.0909676 METRES.«2.
the CAFU?:-«ITH-f'rSSEN3EF FRCMAL AREA » 0.0416935 METRES**?•
A°LA « 0-04169
IF <1TYPE.GT. 1) AREA = 0-09097

0 = C•3*RHC* V*V*ARF.A
ui * 0
N? » NTA/2
AH • FtCATIMBOCl )*C.l
WRITE (6.2C1) TlTLC.LLL.Mp (42),M[3(41),iKB(40),AR
201 FORMAT t«l*.10Ag//« TAPE FILL-LUMPER;".13/" SEGMENT NO.",!2,!1<. ■
INUMBER CF SAMPLES TAKEN;".16/" SAMPlES/C« ANMEU".15."
DFlt»*T " r
2TWEEN SAMPLES;".F7.1." M11 LIKFC."//)
WRITE I6.202) V . P , T . R H O . ( C V T (K l >.O F F S E T ( K I ), K I • 1 , 4 ) , I C A L . IF *» TFr,

1 ITYPF.NAS.NTA.IPP
202 FORMAT (" AIR VELOCITY .".F8.3," METRFS/3EC
PRESS';* r .“.‘11.1.
1 * PASCALS"/" TFMPEPa TL'RF .".FA.3," KELVjM
AjP')FNS*TY «"
?»Fj.S,> KS/M..9"//” CCNV. FAC. A
.".F9.4," NEKTONS/VOLT
OF
3T SC T A »".F9.4." VOLTS"/" CCNv* FAC* 9
.".F9.4." NF Wt OMS /VOL T
4
OFfSLT 3 «".F9.4." VOLTS"/" CTSIV. FAC* C
»«.F9.4." ''F.V"a
?5 / 7"'LT
CFFSFT c .".F9 .4 ," VOLTS"/" CCNV. FAC. AL°HA .",r<s.4,»
60ES-EF7/VCLT
CFFSFT 0 .“.F9*4." VOLTS"//" CAL(;OMP OPTIFN "".IP.
73X. "-R',0:<-ANALYSIS OPTION •*,12,3X,*ZERO-VELOCITY DATA OPTION*",12
2/" ITY~E CcTIPN >", 12.5X,"MINIMUM AN 3LE "",14," ", 8X,"TOTAL # OF
9ANGLE3 SOLjMT;“,15, "
LINE-PRINTER OPTION .“,I2>
IF (IFO•LC•1) 'WRITE (6,224 )
224 FDS"4T (///"
THESE ARE ZERC-VELCc ITY VALUES;"///)
C CC'VERT a (I,J) TO NEWTONS AND DEGREES;
.3 3 J « l.MT
A(1,J> « A(1« J)»CVT(1) + OFFSET!!)
A(2,J) ■ A(2» J)»CVT(2) + OFFSE T(2)
A(i.J) - (A(3,J ) - OFFSET(3)).CVT(3)
3 A U , W) ■ A(4, j).CVT(4) + CFF3ET(4)
C ZERC LLT ;(I,J) AND C(I,J) -- LOAD C(I,J) WITH AVERAGED DATA;
DC * j * I.NTA
\C< J) * c
"•n 4 J . 1,3
C(I •v») • C.O
z t 1 #J) - 0.0
vy ■ c
,
\ p <!T y P l'.FC.1.0R.ITYPE.EC.3)
static D a t a SORTING ROUTINE!
zr
J ■ l.MT
✓Cm * fF]iX(A(4,J) + 0.5)
IF ( K O - . L T . l . O B . K C H . G T . i d O ) 30 TO 6
SO 9 L • 1,3
5 C ( L . K C h ) . C(L.kch) + A(L .J)
NC f . C H ) • NC ( F C H ) + 1

/K • KK ♦ 1

6 COn TInl E
00 4 I .
C

i.nta

C A L C U L A T E T h F a n g l e s U S E D F O P THE S T A T I C F O R C E C A L C U L A T I O N S ;
D (4, I ) • F L O A T ! I * NA S - 1)
IF ( N C d ) .F C . C ) GO TC 8
CO 7 u » 1.3

7 C(L.I) • C(L.I)/FLOATING (I))
8 C"n TIN'lE
GO TC 16
C

DYNAMIC D a t a s o r t i n g ROUTINE;

9 CO 13 Lk • 1,2
NS • (LK• 1)*N? + 1
NF » >.C ♦ N2 - 1

R E A D < = » 1C 3 ) N L P . N O
1C3 F O R M A T (16 14,13)
<-R[TE (6.2C3) L K . N U P
2C3 F O R M A T ("C N h p ( ", I i , ");", 1616/)

CO 12 I » 1,NO
K » (1-1)«2 ♦ 1

N 1 « Ni*P(K>

N3 • NLP(K.l)
00 11 J ■ 6-1,63
KCH » IF IX ( A (4, j ) . C • S ) + NS - N2
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IP (KC“*LT»N3.0R.K'CH.GT«NF> SC TO 11
DC 1C L * 1*3
1C C(L,KCh ) • C (I.,KCH ) ♦ A(L,J)
Nrucn) • n c (k c m ) ♦ i
« K-. + 1

C

C

C
C

c

11 CONTINUE
12 CONTINUE
DC 14 I . NS,NF
CALCULATE A,\GLE for the dynamic FORCES)
r;<4« I) * f l o a t (i + nag - t)
II ■ I ■ f-c
IF (I.GT.N2) 0(4,1) « D(4,II)
IF (i\C( I)•EC •C ) GO TO 14
CO 13 L * 1*3
13 C1L/I) * C(L,I>/FLCAT(NC(I))
14 COM INGE
15 CnNTIfji F.
1A IF (IFT»LO.C) Op TO 1»
THF .TE^O-vEtCt ITY DATA ARC LOADED INTO THE E.MATRIX)
DO 17 ■' = 1,3
CO 17 L ■ 1,STA
IF (NC(U).FO.O) C (K,l_) « C(K,L +11
17 E(K,L) * C(K,L)
GO TO 1
CALCULATE and SURf COEFFICIENTS VERSUS ANGLE (ANO TEST Fro -'c-j ,«• r-r.-r.,
IS DO cO I , li'.TA
IF !NC(I).E0• C ) GO TC 19
SUOTPAfT TH„ ZERO-VELOCITY FORCES)
C (1. I) « C (1,1) - E (1,I)
C(2, I) =
C<2,I) - £(?» I)
CO, I) «
C (3, I) - E (3, I)
F? ■ SIMLM4, I)*DTR>
FC * COS(C(4,I)»CTR)
D(l,I) C(1,I>«FC + C(2,I)*Fr- C(3,I)»FS
D (2, I) *
C(1,I)»FS + C(2,I)*FS+ C(3,I)»rC
D(3,I) *
C<1,I)*ZL * C(2,I )*ZL
nr TC ■’o
19 a RITE {6,2C4) 0(4,I)
204 FORMAT (" NO DATA FOR THE COEFFICIENTS CORRESPONDING TC ALPHA
i F6.i.” fcr the plots b e l cw ;“/>
ISP » ISP ♦ I
IF (ISp»GT•30) GO TO I
20 CONTINUE
c al c u l *te the lift , drag and moment coeff ici ent s from the f o r c e s ;
00

21 I » 1,3

IF (I.EC.3) Cl . 0«DH
CP 21 J * 1,NTA
21 D(I,J) ■ D!I,Jl/Cl
C PRINT OUT THE COEFFICIENTS AND ANGLES;
IF (lEA.EG.n GO TO 23
/.RITE (6,2C5)
2CC FT-’AT <///"G",2<"
ALPHA
C(L)
C(D)
1 NC
">/)
00 PF I « j,Ng
!1 * I + N?
22 /.RITE (6,206) C !4, I), (0 (L, I ),L ■1»3 ),NC (I ),D (4, 1 1),
1 <D (L1, I1),L 1•1,3 ),NC (11)
?C6 F"R’-a T ('• *,2(F*.I,3F12.5,16,4X1)
GO TC 35
C
C CRFF-R* E';R;R ANALYSIS)

C(M)

23 GUC-/ « 0n/H
,
CTCT » 9.3932F-5
OpCc » 1.9=F-4
0VOV > C.5*S0CT (r;TQT»»2 + 0HCH»«2 + n°QP»*2)
CROR « S„FT(UTPT.«2 + DP0P»»2)
"5ITE (6,2C7) TITLE,DRcR,rHoH,DTcT,PPoP,DVoV
207 FRRAT ("1 3ELPK Is THE ERROR ANALYSIS FOR) ",10A8//“
RHERE D
]R/R
IrEl 1*4/*
DH/VI ■ ", jFEl 1.4, *
DT/T • ", lPEl 1•*, "
DP/P
2* ", IPEU.4,"
DV/V • ", 1PE11................... PERCENT.....
3 - - "/« a l p h a
‘,*C < - )

NC
C(“ )

CU>
D E L T A - c (L)
C <D 1
DELTA
D E l T A -C (M )
dclfcl
DCD/CD

5 DC-/C-'*/)
CO 24 I • 1,NTA
IP (NC(I ).FC.C) GP TC 24
FT ■ 0 IN <U(4,Il.OTR)
rC • C‘S(P< 4,I)«DT=)
CF.IL ■ O.PC3*f (1,II/O (1, I)
Cr2i . C.PC3*r(2,I)/C<1,I)
CP H i O.CC3«C(3, !I/O (1, I)
D*L • C-COl 329.P.(4, [)/0( 1, I)
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ELCL « S..on (K«rnLI*>? + (C <1* I>»FS.DaL>»«2 + <FC«CF3L)»*2 *
I (C(2.I)*F3<:*U«.? * (F3 * j F 3L 1»*2 + (C!3*I)*FC.DAL)»*2)
EF 1D , C.SC3»C(1, I1/0(2.I1
CFi. . C.CC3«C(2.!1/0(2*II
Sc3r
. « C .0'3 •C (3. T)/D<2* I1
C*;- . C.CCl3i?.D(A,!1/0(2. I)
CCCC , S;RT< (t 3«.3F1D)«*2 ♦ IC (1*I)*FC*DA3 )».g * {FSOF2r )•*2 *
I (C(2.I )»FC*rAC)**c + (FC*DF30).«2 + (Ct3*!).FS.QAO)*«2)
C“1 a ;.SC3»ZL/C(3*I 1
C " C ' » S,;RT< ( 0f ' l «C( l , ! > >»*2 + ( DR 1»C( 2* I 11»•?1
col * .
.(i* i)*s c r t (o lc l «clcl ♦ o =c »*c'P"",f< * <*.o *o v o v »d v c v )
CCS • '<2* I)*SG'-T(DCCD*DDCD ♦ DP0R*DR0.3 + A.C»SV0VOVCV)
OCR * : (_-* I)*S"CT(C^C^*D>10M + 0R0R*DRr3 + A.0*JV0V*DVCV1
Cl " CCL/C(1*1>«1C0.C
02 » DCC/CI2*11.100.3
C3 • OCH/C(3*I)•100.C

r>cio

.RITE <6,2C<S) I»nC(I)*D(1»I).DCL* D(2*I)»DC0*0(3.I)*DCH.D1»02»03
20h FO^-AT (» ”» 13*I6*3(F10.A,*
P/K »*F8.A,2x),ix*3(lX*Fll.An

2a CCNTI-ilE
2S IF (1ca L.EC.S1 GO TO 28
PLOT THE, COEFFICIENTS on Th F CALCC'-P «l OTTER,
.............................a.*.....**...***#
kflct a k f l o t + i
I F (Kpl.OT.EC.il CALL IDPLCT (-8.3*11.0)
CALL PLTc TA (0*ITY°F.«PL0T,TITLE*!TA1
2P Ic (IP'.LC.O) GO TO 36

c PLOT
.*.».*T*PE„»COEFFICIENTS
..............ON...THE
...fLtINF.-pP
.......INTE0/
.**«.««
c CO ?9 I . 1*100 ...a,.*#.*...*..*...*»*##*

C

2S ALIA E <I1 at in
TI * 7H0YNAH IC
IF (ITYPE.EQ.0.CR.1TYPE.EG.2) T1 • 7H STATIC
T? • 6H C*W-M
IF (lTYPL.GT.il T? « 6H0-SEC•
T3 • PL
T. . Pm
T5 = PIP (ITyPp .FQ.O.OR.ITYPE.EC.2) GO TO 32
DO 310 I » 1*3
T3 • P‘,/ ALPHA
TA = <5PUP /
Tc . CHDCftN /
WRITE (6.210) T1.T2,KK*T3*TA*T3*T5* TITLE
210 FOW-at (”1 BELOW ARE PLOTTED THE “.A7/" CCEFFICIENTS FOR ’’HE "./a .
1 ” WHEEL KK '"/IS//" H.6x*A?*AA,2x*2AS*10x*10A8)
IF (I,rQ.i) T6 • AHC(L)
IF (I.cQ.2) Tfe r AHC([)>
IF (I.rC.3) Tf • AHC(M)
WRITE (6.211) T6.T6
211 FORMAT <• ALPHA KC "*AA,*-I NC ”*AA,«-0■,50x*»PLOT"1
CL > C(I. 11
BG a D(1. 11
EC 30. IJ * 2.fTA
IP (KC(IJ).EQ.C) GO TO 30
IF (0(I*IJl.LT.SL) SL * C(I*Ij)
IF (0(1* Ul.uT.RG) BG » D(I*Ij)
30 CONTI.F
IF <AU’
.:(.lG-SL> .LT.0.C000C1 1 SL ■ *1*0
SL * 33.C/IGL-EL)
BG > 100.0 - SL«3G
DO 31 j = 1.N2
IF (NC(J).FQ.C) GO TO 3l
KV - JrI X(SL *0(I*J1 + BG)
IF (XY.LT.l) KY . 1
IF (KY.GT.1C0) KY - 100
ALU.E(lY) ■ l n l
J I ■ J A N2
K7 • IF 1X(SL*D(I,J11 + BG)
IF (K7.LT.11 K7. . 1
IF (KZ•GT•1001 KZ • 100
ALINC(kZ) « 1H0
IF (Iy.El.KZ) ALINE(KY) . 1H»
hR|TE (6.212) 0(A,J),NC(J!»0(j*J)*NC(J1)*P(i*J1)*ALiNE
?13 F' .''a r (« *,F5.1,IA*F10.3,IA.F8.3*IX*100A 1)
A L I’ E (<Y )

■

1H

ALI'P. <^7 1 • 1H
31 Cr-.TIN'.E
3 1 CC.-.TIn jt
GO

TC 36

?’

m ;!’- <6,210 T1,T2,K*, T3, T4,T5, T ITLE
V-iTu 16,213)
?l3 FC xv'AT <* Al F. NC C(L)
C(D)
C!M)
C? ?h 1 ■ 1,3
D“(!) * C (I' I>
OS (I1 • _(I,1)
C" 33 TJ . 2,kT*
:f <\ci i o .e o .o > go to 33
IF (C(!, IJ).LT.CSfIn OS(I) • 0(I,IJ)
(on, iji.ST.cvii n d m u i . d <i,Ij >
33 Cr*.TIv_E
DS( I) « S7.0/(DM<I)-OS(I))
3a C"( I) = 38,0 - CStI)*DM(I)
00 35 w . I,ST a
<Y1 * IF 1X(DS <1)*D<1,J) + DM(1)1
IF (KY1.LT.I) KYI * 1
ALT £ (KYi) » 1HL
KV2 * IF IX(DS(c)*D(H>J) + DM(2))
IF (KYc .l T.1) <Y2 . 1
ALI'OKVi) ■ 1H0
KY3 « IF IX(DS(3 )»D(3,J ) + DM(3 ))
IF (KY 3•LT.I) KY3 « 1

PLOT*/)

ALI’0(<YJ) • 'WY

I *J •IFI>(0(4,J))
.= ((( (6,?1 a ) IAJ/SC1J),(DIM,j),M.1,3),ALINE
? U FMa -at (" ",2I4,3F8.4,1G0A1)
ALIl£(.Yi) • in
ALI *£( <TC) • 1H
33 AL I"£ (<Y3) * IM
36 IF IIA.MH.E1.C) GC TO 1
c
cor d a t a fop a l p h a • l
to 60 f a r the static data)
IP (ITYPF-.fH. l.CR. ITYPE.EC.3) 30 TO 3«
CO 37 I • 1,2
37 ,s=ITE (7,1C7) (0(I,J),J*l,60)
107 FORMAT (1CF8.A)
a ®IT E (7,108) (0(3,J ),J *1,60)
10a FOVAT (1CF 8.!3)
GO TC 1
C PLKCH "LT D a t a fop A MAXIMUM CF -60 TC +60 FOR THE DYNAMIC DATA;
38 CO 33 I , 1,2
33 aPITE (7,1C7) (D(I,J),J»1,N2)
SPITE (7,103) (D(3,J),J»1,N2)
II • NE ♦ 1
00 +0 I • 1,2
AO -RITE (7,107) (D(I,J),J.I1,NTA)
w RJTE (7,108) !D(3,J),J»I1,NTA)
GO TC 1
41 RFsi NO 0
If (KPl Ct .NE.O) CALL FIM
CALL EXIT
END

C

SUi'-Cu Tir.F. PL TOT A (D« lTYPK»KPLOT,TiTLE/NTA)
cr-‘•■£!':■- ce.,2*c),x<?‘»o)#y(2 o0 )»title(10 )
K iirrf’t .r:.t.ci.iTVpr.Ec.3) so to a
STATIC*SATA PLOTTING ROUTINE)
CPP'PT • 2.3
ir
i t ' r :«PtnTi?i,Tg.ci offset ■ 6.5
CL • 3•6/FLOA T (N'TA )
:o 5 J ■ i<3
AM ■ C.7IF (j.cS.2) A* . 1.5
IF (J.pS.3) AY • 3.o/0»8
g i 3• o - AA•2 •0

IF (j.EG»3) 3 * ->.0 - Am»0.4
c calculate
The x-cccqdinates;
or i i »
1*130

C

C

1 XU) . 3.3 + SL*C (A* I)
CALCULATE The Y-CCCKCINATESJ
or 2 i • 1* iso
2 YU) . OFFSET + AY*D(J*I) + B
ISY • j * 9
3 CALL L IA’L (X/Y.NTA/ 1/A5, ISY!
EES » -FFSET - 1.9
CALL SYHj CL (?.0.PEG/0.1*TITLE*0.0»80>
IF (*'C-;UPL0T*2),NE.C) GO TO 9
CAl L f 1
CA_l I.-.P.CT (-8.5,11.0)
Dy*:A“IC-0»Ta PLOTTING ROUTINE)
a OFFSET « 10.25
f.2 ■ ‘.TA/2
SL * 3.6/Fl OAT(N2)
Cr 5 ! * 1/N2
5 X(I ) . t,8 + SL»D(A*I)
CC » j « 1/3
CcFSET • OFFSET . 2.5
A“ • 2.0/3.C
IF (J.P0.2) A" • 1.0
IF (J.PG.3) AH . 2.0/0.2
0 « 2*1 - AHl»l -5
IF (J.EC«2> D * p.O * AHtup.O
IF (J.EG.3) 3 * 2•C-AM*G•1
KY » -N2
CC 7 K - 1,2
KY . Y < + N2
CO fc I • t*N2
JJ * I ♦ KY
6 YU) • CFFSET + AY*D(J*JJ) + B
ISY » < + 9
7 CALL LINE (X/Y/N2,1*»5*ISY)
3 0~STI\l£
CALL SYHdOL (2.0/1.5/0.1*TITLE*0.0*80)
CALL FIM
call IOPl CT (-8.5,11.0)
9 RETURN
END

APPENDIX
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T-tIS PR'CGGAy IS CESlGNEC TO jWEST IGATE THE ENERGY JN A GALLOPJ NG
CAPLr S VS TEH;
PPPOPA-'YEO w An UAPY 1973 BY EPIC NATHAN SKQU3EN.
RrAC (10) 1
Cl HE NS IOn AL( 1?0).AD( l20liAY( l20>iA( 120>#ZL< 12C)iZD( 120>»ZMU2C)i
1 T!TLrliC),EP(lCO0),TP(lO0O),YP(10P0)
CI YENS ION T£y p 1(6A)/TEMP2(6A),TEHP3(6A)
LLL » 0

n n n n fi n n n n

n

3 ■ 9•p0

P! * 3.1.13927
OTR • PI / 1?C •0
THIS P-COPAY IS IN the YKS SYSTEY OF UNITS.
1 ~EAD (CiiCC) TITLE
ICC rCAwAT (1CA8)
IE ITITLL(1).E.C.8H
) GC TO 7
READ (G»1C1> V.«ViP<PHIALF»Vl»RHOiAP»OT/TYAX/T
1C1 FORMAT (1CES.C)
« * T R A N S L A T I C N A L G A L L O P I N G F R E C L r NCY ( I N HE R T Z )
k= * r r . t S ! 0 ; . A l G A L L O P I N G F R E C L E N C Y ( I N H E R T Z )

°h IALE . PHASE CONSTANT FOR TORSIGNAL GALLOPING (IN DEGREES)
VI . E-Er-GT-fAY VELOCITY (In EEET/SFCPND)
Rh O «
DENSITY
(IN KILCGRAMS/YETRE*<*3>
Ac

*

TC=SIO\AL

P H I ALE

c
C
c
0
C
C
C
c

c

C

(J-

DEGREES)

*

P H I - U F»OTR

VI « V I•C•3QAi
ap . ao *CTR
=EAC (.» 1C 1I AI,AYyiYl/YwaTSYAXASEA,“/CC/AYASS#AKR
AI • INITIAL AN3LLAR AMPLITUDE <I J DEGREES)
A-V . *a x ;yl Y angular AMPLITUDE C3SEPVFD (IN DEGREES)
Y! • I’ ITIAl VERTICAL AYPLITUDE (IN FF.FT)
v- . ha xI 'LY VE;TICAL AY°LITtDE OBSERVED (IN FEET).
T3vAX . t h e “AXlYLY FYPtCTEO TENSION IN THE CAPLE (IN LB(E))
SPAN » LENGTH CE ENTIRE CABLE (IN F££T)
DC - ClA-rTuP CF THE CAPLE (IN INCHES)
A-ASS * “ASj/LM T-LFNGTH (IN LB-Y/EEET)
Aa R • T^F T;;RSI CNAL RIGIDITY OF THE CARLE (IN NT-M/QEGREE)
AI •

C

OF F S E T

or . d e l ta -ti -e (in s e c o n d s ). cutout is printed every d el ta .t i y e ...
TYAX . YA<lYLY tiye CE the rln <IN SECONDS)
T * STARTING TI-E (T-0 yeans THAT
* 0.5*M#YD3T.*2 ONLY)
* a A»0•C#FI
.» •
C«PI

a

;«UTF

A»x * ’Y/.CTR
YM * V‘>*C.30x8
Y! ■ YI*C•3C.R
TS 'aX . TS-'AX.A.aa823
SPA' « SFAN.3*3088
DC • C-*C.3CA8/IP.O
R'C * C.5*CC
PC • RAC IlS CF THE CABLE
AREA ■ DC
AREA « The a REA/UNIT LENGTH OF THE CABLE (I.E. THE CABLE WIDTH)
AMASS a AYAS3M.888
AYR » aYR/CTN
CL • SFANa C.5
f. = C.5*HHC*AREA*GL
NOW ALL Th E VARIABLES ARE IN THE MKS SYSTEM.
LLL * ILL + 1
IF (LLL•GT >1 ) 0,0 TO 3
J * -HI

Cn 2 I * 1/120

J » J + 1
2 A(I) • El OATIJ).DTR
RFAC (Silll) TEMPI
111 FCR“AT (1(F5•3)
R F a L (Silll) TCYP2
RF AC (Silll) TCMP3
AL(F1) * 0.0
AI.(F2 ) * -C.08
AL(F3) ■ - 0 250
AO(( 1) ■ 1•9bQ
A0(62) . j•9A6
AO(£3) • 1*9.3
AY(F1) • 0.0
Aw (62) * 0-132

AM(63) * 0*352

J a 63
DO 112 I • 1i57
J * J + 1
AL(J) a TEYP1(I) + C.A20
AD(J) » TLYP2(I)
112 AM(J) a IEYP3(I) . C-118
J » 121
DO 113 I - liFC
J a J . 1
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A l. ( I ) *

An n

- AI. ( o )

. At-<ji

1 I T A " ( I > . . A- ( :)
i;p 11•* i - i-i,'o

ZL (!) - AL(I)
ZD( !> » API I )

lit ;-a(11 « *f( 11
WRITE <6,2081
208 FORMAT ("1 BELOW IS A PLOT OP Tm E LIFT-COEFFICIENTS ZERS-p A’^LF-'
IF -

a

TTA'- k , " / )

X y P l OT ( 120,56, 100, 01, A, AL, ZD
(6.2C9)
209 FORMAT ! “ 1 BELOW I S A P L OT OF THE DRAG-COEFF I C I E . N T S
IF-ATTACK; V )
call

WRITE

vPRSu®

A'.TLF-f

CALL XVPl CT <120,56,100,01,A,AD,ZD)
WRITE <fc/210>
210 FORMAT ("1 9ELCW IS A PLOT OF THE MOMENT-COEFFICIENTS Yr-rcS At.SLr
1-CF-ATTACKl"/)

CALL XYPLOT <120/56/100/01/A,a m ,ZM>
3 E«ay ■ 0.5*A«ASS«CL*YM*YM«W»W
«B I 't 16/2031 T J T I P / W , W « , v j , f « : 0 , Y j , * f z C . C z F ! 1 A X , AMA*1S, T!*AX, *-FA, , /AIC&
200- f n - A T
t " 1CALI P P J t ' i - S p A\ f NEWGY F P H i % J 0 A 3 / / * V E R T I C A L
J A l . l ' P INC
1F»EC.C.Cy * " / P i o . t / " NAD! V D / S F C O N D " / " TC:<sj r. :, AL G A L L O P I N G FF( ti l IF
? ' . C f • " # F 1C •t , " P A C I A‘ . S/Of C O S C " / " F P t . P - S T R t A f V E L O C I T Y • " / F I C . t ,
3- ■ / f T P ' S / E F CCWP.’1/ " A I P C T t S I T Y * " / F l O . t , " K l L 0 P i R A M S / f »«3 ' V " I N TT I

aal vertical oia pl ac.E“E‘xT • ",rto.t/" -e t r f s "/1
' initial a n o ul ** did
cpLACE,-*r*.T - ”/P10.t,“ RADIANS"/" WI DTH CF CABLE « " , FlO.t," METPTC
S V fA<I“l,f EIEPSY EX°CCTF3 » "/FlO.t," JOULES"
/” MASS/UMIT LPT.
7ST-i CF CAnLE * "/FIC.t," WltOGRAf.S/^ETRF"/" R’
JN-T IME » ”,F6.1/" SF
PCONDSV CABLE SPAN * "/FlO.t," METRrSV" TORSIONAL RIGIDITY • ",
C

1
F I C . t / " NT-v / R a D ! a\ " / )
° E P I C ; * tH- PERIOD (IN SECONDS)
P F H I C D • 2•C * p 1/ W.

3F CNF GALLOPING CYCLE.

C

H . Tm E INTEGRATION DELTA-TIME
H , DT/lO.C
/.RITE (6,20t 1
20t FORMAT (”C TIME
Y
YfAX
YDOT
Z
?MAX
1CT
ALFI
AfAX
ALF
ALFDCT
ET
EP
2
ETCT'/)
C CALCULATE Th F. INITIAL CCNDITICNS 11 «E« TOTAL KINETIC ENERGY)
YMA>

>

20
ETO

YI

2MAV . C.1«YMAX
A“AY > YfAX«Av,X/Y*
E T I » 0*C
e To .
ERI ■
,
\ P m C.

C

C a i CU l ' T F

ThF

KINFTIC ENERGY (TRANSLATIONAL AND TORSIONAL!)

t ET . C.b«A-ASS»W.W.YfAX.YfAX»<CCS (W*T )*COS (W<*T > + 0.01»SIN(W»T)•
1

3!Nf

T ) ) •".I.

PR • C.5.A"'A';S«0L,0.t?0«RC*RC»(WR*A“AX*SlN(WR»T + PHlALF)>»*2
PT3T . FT * EP

NP * N-o * 1

[Of?) « cTC T
TOP P) ■ T
YP(i-P) . Y-'AX. 100.0
Y . Y“ \X«S!N(W*T)
YDOT . W.Y0A/«rOS(W*T)
Z

*

- 2 " A /. •C Q S ( .«T >

202 T . W.2fAX«=lN(W»T)
MFI . •A‘ -AX«ros<WR«T * P l d A L F ) + AP
BETA « AlAM-YECT/lVI + ZOCTI)
ALp - ,-LFJ t BETA
ALFDCT * WR«A"'«X*SIN(WR»T + Phi ALF I
TSfAx . (S-AX ♦ 100C.O«YfAX/YM
CECT • 0.CCC2/5l5«(TSfAX/t.tt323)»«O.6t65
DECT . CECT*(1.0 + C.5*YfAX/Yfl
A“ AX • A i' A X / C T R
A L F I . Al F I / D T R
ALF » A L F / C T R

ALFDCT ■ ALFDCT/DTR
hRIT- (6 /2051 T,Y,YMAX,YDOT/2,ZfAX/ZDOT,ALFI/AMAX,ALF,ALPDOT,ET,EP
1 /ETC.ETCT
205 FORMAT (» " / F A . p , ltFR.t/1
A^AX » A,'A>«OTp
ALF! * AtF 1*07°
ALF « a LF*DTR
ALFDCT • ALFCOT«OTR
C INTEGRATE (BY SIPPSGN" C PULP.) THE ENERGY TERMS)
DO 7 I • 1,11
F

» t . 0
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IF (MODI !.2>.Nr.0> F « 2.0
IF (I,r II,1.OR.I.EG.1I) F . 1.C
T! * T + FLOAT!
V a Yf \\X«SI N< * * 7 l )

YDCT « w«Yr-AY*CrS!i'*TI )
Z « -Z~AX«CC3U*TI )
ZDJT « - W M A X . C P 5 ( W . T I )

ALFI • U P - AMAX.CCS(NRo TI+Ph !ALF>)
BETA .
AL F •
ALFCCT

C

A T A M - Y C C T / ( V I + Z3DT))
BETA
* ( WR - t A «A X «S I MWR »T I + P H l A L F > )

U.F I +

IJ< * IFIX(ALF/CTB + 0-5) + 6C
IF (IJK.LT.l) IJK . 1
IF (Ijr.3T.120) IJK • 120
I F (Y.I.T.C.0) r,c TC 5
THE AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENT FOR ALPHA --INCREASING-CL * AL(IJK)

on

CO » A T ( I J K )
CM - A f ( I J K )
GO TO
C
THE a - c COYN a m I C C O E F F I C I E N T F C R ALPHA - - P E C R E A S I N 3 - 5 CL » Z L ( I J K )
CD * Z O I I J K )
C M - ?."( I J K )
6 T H E I A = A T A N I C L / C D ) - BETA
V * THE v e l o c i t y r F THE CAB L E R E L A T I V E Tn THE GRC'jND
VE L 2 - ( V - L G C I T y CF A I R AS " S E E A ” By THE C A B L E > »* 2
V ■= 3Q0T( Y L O T o YDCT + Z D C W D L ' T )
YD « A I S ( Y C Q T )
I F ( Y D •L T •1•O F " 15 I YD = 1 - CE 15
V = V-YLCT/YJ
YEL2 = ( < V I + 2 C C T ) * ( V ! + Z D C T ) + YDCT<*Y0OT)
VFl * S C n T ( V I L P )
I F ( A B H y I C T ) . L T . O . O C O O O l ) YOCT * O. OOOO'JI
CAM1"A « A T A M Z OP T / Y D C T )
E T I « F T j + S L F T ( C L * C L + CD«CD ) * S I N ( THETA ) «V»V t L 2 » F * ^ »“ !«CPE ( ' AH" / !
1 /3.C
E P I * ' T P I + 0C»CM* V E L 2 « A L F D 0 T « F * C * H / 3 . 0
THETA » T H E T A / D T P
G A i " A • 3 A F m A/ DTR
I F ( I . E G . 11) w r i t e < 6 . 2 2 0 T I . V. V F L 2 / T H E TA. GAMMA. E T 1. FF I
220 FORMAT ( "
T I •“ . F 5 . 2 . "
V .*»F 1 0 .A . *
VE L 2 ■ " . F l C . A , "
Th E T a
1-"»F1C.A."
GAMMA • “ . F l C . A . "
ETI • ” .F1 0.A .“
E - I - " . r !C.A)
THETA « THETA»DTR
GAMMA » LAMMA*OTR
7 CONTINUE
end

of

T *

C
C

integ ra tio n

for

cne

oelta-t.

T + JT

CALCULATE Tr-E TRANSLATIONAL DAMPING;
ETC ■ (V«V»SPAN»( a u a S S * C F C T / 2 . 0 ” 3 2 . 0 »0 . 0 0 1 I 5 * D C »Y MA X
1 / ( 5 . : « ? l ) ) ) * < C T * W)
R - . I N I T I A L I Z E T “ E V A °I A 9 L E S J
E T I • E T I ♦ E c I - ETC
ETA . l e j ( E T I )
YMAY , S . ? T ( 2 . C * F T A / ( A M A S S »C L »A * W* ( C 0 S ( W»T ) * C C S ( W»T )

1 SIM ••T) “SIM k*T ))))
x= ITE (A.222) ETC/ETI/YMAY
222 FORMAT ("C
FTC * ".F12.A."
ETI « ".F12.A»“
IF <ET«.UT.I.CE'-15) ETA • 1.CE15
Y"AX „ YMAX + ymxY«ETI/ETa
I F <Y"AX.LT. 0 . 0 ) Ymax • 0.0
IF (Y-AX.GT. (Y>".?,3) ) YMAX « YM«2.0
IF (T.GT.PERIOD.AND.YMAX«EC.(YM*2.0)) GO TO 9
Z "*AX . C.1»Y“AX

+ o .c i*

YMAY .“.F12.A/)

A“ .\X • V m AX«AMX/YM
■ 0* 5
E P I • 0*3
A IF (T-TMAX) A , 9 . 9
'
9 - P I T E (6.218)

ETI

213 FOR“.»T CIE-ELCW IS THE PLOT CF TOTAL ENERGY AND VERTICAL AMPLITUDE
1 ( Y{m \X) * Y(“AX) •ICC.C);"//)
IF

(NP.Lt-.nO)

GO TO

10

CALL XYFl CT (MP.n P.1C0.11.TP.EP/YP)
30 TC 11
10 CALL XYPl OT (NP.5A.NP.01.TP.EP/YP)
u call exit
END
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ABSTRACT
The aerodynamic properties of galloping transmission
lines were studied with static and dynamic wind-tunnel tests
on two unstable airfoils— the D-section and the cable-withmessenger. Static tests refer to the lift, drag and moment
forces being measured while the airfoil is at one fixed
angle-of-attack. Dynamic tests refer to the lift, drag and
moment forces being measured while the airfoil is oscilla
ting in the wind stream. Static and dynamic data is pro
vided with a range of wind velocities of 1,9-27 metres per
second. Dynamic tests included variations in (1) maximum
angle-of-attack, (2) frequency of oscillation and (3) wind
velocity. Aerodynamic hysteresis was observed in the
dynamic data. Lift, drag and moment forces were found to
be different in the dynamic method thus showing that more
aerodynamic energy is being fed into the galloping cable
system than was previously supposed (using static data).
An energy model was developed to investigate these aerody
namic forces. It was found that energy is more efficiently
fed into the cable at certain velocities, frequencies and
angles-of-attack.
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